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1. Introduction:
We have investigated the small-scale topside ionospheric plasma structures first
observed at Millstone Hill. Massachusetts with the 440 MHz incoherent scatter radar
[Foster et al., 1988; Groves et al., 1992]. These small-scale obliquely propagating plasma
modes occurring in the x-icinitv of the mid-latitude ionospheric trough, have large radar
cross-sections and narrow spectral widths. They have, until recently, been dismissed
solely as hard target contamination of the incoherent scatter radar.
The geophysical conditions associated with the ionospheric trough, such as the field-
aligned current activity and steep plasma density gradients, suggest that these recently
discovered small-scale topside ionospheric plasmas may also appear in the auroral and
polar ionosphere. In fact. this speculation has been corroborated by the preliminary
experiments and data analyses at Tromso, Norway and Sondrestromfjord, Greenland
which were carried out by Prof. Min-Chang Lee's previous graduate student, Dr. Keith
M..Groves for his thesis research. The primary research results are highlighted and
commented in Section 2. Described in Section 3 are the experiments conducted at
Arecibo, Puerto Rico in the past summer for simulating the geophysical conditions of
generating these topside ionospheric plasma structures. Recommendation for the future
research is finally given. Attached as the appendix of this report are several chapters of
Dr. Keith M. Groves's Ph.D. Dissertation, which present the detailed results of research
in the concerned topside ionospheric clutter.
2. Highlights of Research Results:
(1) Causes of the Enhanced Radar Backscatter (ERB) Phenomenon
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_Multiple-diagnostic experiments have established association of enhanced radar
backscatter (ERB) with intense magnetic field-aligned currents in the ionosphere. The
source mechanism is believed to be the intense Langrnuir waves [electron plasma
oscillations] excited by the large suprathermal electron population associated with field-
aligned currents and auroral arcs. Earlier current-driven theories require current densities
much greater than have been measured on satellites. A new mechanism has been
investigated which can enhance radar backscatter in conjunction with the current driven
processes, thereby reducing the threshold amplitudes of the current densities they require.
The scenario of the proposed mechanism is as follows: energetic electrons associated
with the intense current filaments in the ionosphere excite a suprathermal spectrum
of Langmuir waves as they stream through the background plasma. Subsequently the
Langnnuir waves can become non- linearly coupled via the ponderomotive force to induce
low frequency density perturbations driving ion acoustic waves (IAW) in the ionospheric
plasmas.
This mechanism predicts important observed effects such as the simultaneous
enhancement of upshifted and downshifted spectral peaks, increasing levels of
enhaxmement for increasing wavelengths, and the enhancement of ion acoustic wave
backscatter modes at large aspect angles from the geomagnetic field. Up to two orders
of magnitude of radar cross section enhancement are predicted from this mechanism for
radar frequencies corresponding to the 440 Mhz Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar.
The theory, also predicts enhancement of wave modes with large aspect angles relative to
the magnetic field, increasing enhancements for longer wavelengths, and enhancement in
both upward and downward directions along the field line.
(2) Occurrence of the ERB Phenomenon
The ERB phenomenon has been observed in the trough region and in the auroral
region where intense ionospheric current activity can occur. Since the source mechanism
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isbelievedto be triggered by geomagneticfield-alignedcurrents in the topsideionosphere,
the enhancedradar backscattereffect couldoccur wherever thesecurrentscould occur in
combinationwith required plasmadensitiesand temperatures. This is known to occur in
the ionospheric trough and auroral regionswhen chargedparticle precipitation from the
solar wind originates field-aligned currents during higher geomagnetic acti_-itv. The sharp
electron density gradients in the trough region can become source regions generating the
IAW plasma modes. Once the IAW waves are produced, they propagate obliquely across
the Earth's magnetic field, hence they can be detected by radars at any aspect angle with
respect to the field, (as opposed to only in the field-aligned direction). The effect may
also occur at higher altitudes over the mid-latitudes, [although with probably smaller
backscatter levels] and in the equatorial region when the right conditions are present.
(3) Altitudes of the ERB Phenomenon
ERB has been seen at Millstone Hill (mid-latitude) in the topside ionosphere ranging
from 300 to 1000 km altitude, while at Tromso, Norway and Greenland (high-latitude)
ERB was seen at lower altitudes. This can be ex-plained, under the proposed new source
mechanism, from several facts: A. At mid-latitudes, field-aligned currents only pass
through higher altitudes. (whereas. at higher latitudes the field lines associated with
these currents are near vertical and the currents reach lower altitudes). B. Ion acoustic
waves associated with large radar cross sections can appear in a large range of altitudes,
when field-aligned currents and the right temperatures and densities are plZesent.
(4) Strength of the ERB Returns
20 dB backscatter enhancements were seen at the Millstone and similar observations
were noted at EISCAT. According to the proposed mechanism, the radar cross section of
the induced ion acoustic modes is a function of the radar frequency, and of the scale length
and intensity of the source Langrnuir wave. Up to two orders of magnitude of backscatter
radar cross section enhancement are predicted from this mechanism for radar frequencies
corresponding to the 440 .Xlhz NIiUstone Hill incoherent scatter radar. Up to 3 orders
of magnitude enhancement are possible corresponding to a radar frequency of 224 MHz
under the same ionospheric conditions.
(5) Range of Altitudes of the ERB Returns
Range extent is a ffmction of location, look direction, and field alignment. At low
latitudes the field-aligned currents are many thousands of kin awav, (at high altitude
corresponding to the magnetic field shell that intersects the auroral zone), and if
observable at all an IAW source region would have minimal range extent. At mid-latitudes
observation of an IAW source region associated with field-aligned currents (looking north
at lower elevation) is within 45 ° of field-aligned, yielding narrow range extents of the
order of a few hundred meters. At higher latitudes observation of IAW source regions is
within 14 ° of field-aligned (near vertical) and range extents of 600-1000 km are possible.
(6) Occurrence Frequency of the ERB Phenomenon
Extended range ERB events may occur infrequently at mid-latitudes. The estimate
is 10-.15 days/year based on Kp at time of the one event recorded at Millstone Hill.
By contrast, the extended range ERB events are extraordinary at auroral latitudes. The
EISCAT events have been seen in the presence of sharp fluctuations in the local magnetic
field (1500 nT N-S), the auroral particle precipitation evidenced by airglow, the elevated
electron temperatures (Te up to 8000 ° K), and the electron-to-ion temperature ratios
greater than two, though not extremely high (typically, 2 < Te/Ti < 3). However,
some EISCAT cases were more closely correlated with elevated ion temperatures, strong
perpendicular electric fields and little, if any, auroral precipitation. The ERB occurrence
caused by the precipitating particles would be determined by the occurrence of the
precipitation-induced field- aligned currents. The EISCAT radar (Tromso, Norway) has
observed ERB when the magnetic index, Kp > 5, a level of disturbance occurring about
5 % of the time during solar maximum.
(7) Doppler Effect of the ERB Phenomenon
Apparent velocities, typically 1-2 km/sec ion acoustic speed at 300 km have been
seen. The frequency shift of the anomalous spectra increasessmoothly with altitude,
corresponding to the increasein the ion acoustic speedwith height. The VHF event
showedfrequencyshift to changefrom upshifted to downshifted over 1 minute: another
event had consistent downshift for approximately 4 minutes. In the UHF measurements
the asymmet_" seems to fluctuate more rapidly in both time and space between
downshifted and upshifted frequencies[seeappendix].
Theseobser_'ationsshow that although ERB resulting from lAW from a Langrnuir
wavesourceregion remainsrelatively stationary,while it persists, it exhibits a significant
doppler frequency as if it were actually moving. The doppler frequency of ERB is
determined bv 2kCs, where k = 27r/_radar, (_radar = radar signal wavelength), and
Cs = ion acoustic speed. (typically 1 - 2 kin/see in the ionospheric F- region [250-450
km altitude]). The doppler frequency shift of the observed ERB increases smoothly with
altitude, corresponding to the increase in the ion acoustic speed with altitude. The
background plasma convects at a velocity (ExB - cross product of electric and magnetic
field vectors) which can be clearly distinguished from the doppler velocity of the ERB
from the ion acoustic waves.
(8) Persistency of the ERB
The Millstone's extended range echo was observed to disappear 6 minutes later when
the radar next scanned the same region. Large fluxes of low-energy electrons (field-aligned
currents) are seen to persist for tens of minutes. Extended range events at EISCAT were
seen to persist for about 30 sec. Nevertheless, some EISCAT events have lasted up to 50
seconds, continuously; shorter sporadic bursts distributed over a period of a few tens of
minutes are seen more frequently. It is interesting to note that the VHF events persist
much longer than the UHF observations. One event lasted up to 4 minutes, another
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occurred sporadically for more than 1 hour. The VHF-observedEPd3eventsareexpected
to persist much longer than the UHF eventsdue to the fact that the shorter-scaleion
acoustic wavesobservedby UHF have faster damping rates and require larger currents
for their generation. The field-aligned current can persist for a few minutes to tens of
minutes (1 hour). A current filament could makean ERB return appearto danceabout,
but is not likely to give the impressionof a smoothly moving target.
(9) Distinction BetweenERB Phenomenonand SpaceObject Signatures
At zenith a spaceobject's doppler velocity is nearly zero, and is much less than the
topside clutter's apparent velocity. The ERB phenomenoncan be statistically separated
from the probable occurrenceof returns form spaceobjects/debris over 48 hours. The
ERB phenomenoncan have radar returns greatly extended in rangebecausethe driving
source, viz., the field-aligned electric current extend in range along the magnetic field
direction. The frequency shift of the anomalous spectra of the ERB phenomenon increases
smoothly with altitude, corresponding to the increase in the ion acoustic speed with
height.
Our proposed theory [Groves et al., 1992] predicts that the ERB will exhibit a
wavelength dependance on its radar cross section, [see (4) above], which would allow a
multiple-frequency measurement to distinguish ERB from space objects. Also: (A). ERB
WIU e.'d'fibit a doppler velocity as in (7), above, but 1) the ERB will remain essentially
stationary, 2) the doppler velocity depends on radar frequency, and 3) the ERB doppler
velocity can be large near zenith where a space object's doppler velocity is nearly zero.
(B). ERB returns will be associated with the locations of intense geomagnetic field-aligned
currents, which occur along the shell of the Earth's geomagnetic field that penetrates the
ionosphere over the auroral and ionospheric trough regions (in the high latitudes), and
may be observed at any aspect angle with respect to the field. Space object returns
may be seen at any altitude or direction. The ERB occurrence will be highest in the
topside ionosphere above the auroral zone and trough regions between 300 and 1000 krn
altitude. (C). The ERB occurrence may be expected during higher magnetic activity
such as /@ > 5, which occurs about 5 % of the time during solar maximum. (D). The
ERB may exhibit greatly elongated range extent (600-1000 kin), when observed from a
high latitude station in a direction that is within 14o of geomagnetic field-aligned.
3. Simulation Experiments and Future Research:
As mentioned before, experiments were conducted at Arecibo, Puerto Rico for
simulating the geophysical conditions of generating the concerned topside ionospheric
clutter. The experimental setup is delineated in Figure 1. Briefly speaking, we believe
that particle precipitation can be a source mechanism producing these small scale plasma
structures. The controlled study of ionospheric plasma structures induced by particle
precipitation can be performed with the radio facilities at Areeibo as elucidated below.
Arecibo, Puerto Rico is located near the footprint of the magnetic flux tube at L
= 1.47. Man-made particle precipitation from the radiation belts can be triggered by a
guided VLF wave injected from a nearby Naval transmitter. The waveguides are created
by the Arecibo heating facility which transmits high-power HF waves vertically into the
ionosphere. The scenario of the VLF-triggered particle precipitation is as follows. The HF
heater is operated in CW mode for ten minutes or so to create large-scale waveguides,
guiding the transmitted VLF wave to propagate into the magnetosphere in the form
of whistler waves. According to Prof. Lee's graduate student, Karen Koh's theoretical
analyses, the injected VLF wave at the frequency of 28.5 kHz can effectively interact with
energetic particles in the radiation belts at L = 1.47 and lead to particle precipitation.
Shown in Figure 2 is the suspected event of VLF wave-triggered particle precipitation
at Arecibo. Intense radar echoes were recorded from the lower ionosphere at altitudes
around 90 kin or so. Displayed in Figure 3 are the radar measurements of Langmuir waves
(plasma lines) and ion acoustic waves (ion lines) in the HF heated ionospheric region.
Particle precipitation may also be indicated from the asymmetry of ion lines and the
frequency-upshifted plasma lines due to the nonlinear scattering of Langmuir wavesoff
the precipitating particle-induced lower hybrid waves. Another graduatestudent, Yildiz
Dalkir is currently undertaking further analysesof these ionosphericplasmaprocessesfor
his graduate thesis research.
We note that another potential sourceof structuring the topsideionosphericplasmas
are the intense whistler waveswhich are produced concomitantly whenthe precipitating
particles are reflected in the ionosphere from the mirror geomagneticfield at high
latitudes. Thesewhistler wavesmay alsobe generatedby lightning storms. The possible
generation of ion acoustic wavesbv whistler wavesshould be investigated.
4. References:
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Chapter 5
Observations of Enhanced Radar
Backscatter (ERB) from Millstone
Hill
Intense (__ 20 dB) enhancements of the incoherent radar backscatter spectrum from
the topside ionosphere have been observed with the Millstone Hill UHF radar. En-
hancements occurnng at the iocal ion acoustic frequency causing large asymmetries
: in the measured ion line may be produced by current-driven instabilities iFoster et aL.
1988} (henceforth. FOS881. These enhancements pose a practical problem for space
surveillance systen_ because their cross section and spectral width are characteristic
of satellites.
Conversely, their hard target signature complicates the study of naturMly occur-
ring ERB events; it is nearly impossible to distinguish them from satellites based on a
single measurement. Statistical comparisons of observed coherent echo distributions
with predictions from a satellite catalog have been used to broadly identify periods of
ERB activity. A series of experiments using multiple diagnostics, including satellite
instruments, for simultaneous observations have established the association of EI_B
with largefluxesof soft sur_rataermaielectronscarrying field-alignedcurrents. Zenith
data arealso presenteawhich showthe asymmetricgrowth of ion acoustic wavesdi-
recth" aboveMillstone Hill. Zenith measurements filter out satellite contamination
because the geometry constrains the Doppler shift from orbiting bodies to velocities
significantly tess taan the ion sound speed in the F region.
Details of these re cuits are presented in this chapter. First, however, a brief
description of the normal incoherent scatter spectrum is reviewed, followed by a de-
scription of the characteristics of the EI:LB spectra.
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5.1 Incoherent (Thomson) Scatter Process
The radar techniaue for studying the earth's upper atmosphere typically employs a
(I-IF, VHF or UHF) radar to transmit a powerful pulse of electromagnetic radiation
into the atmosphere. Following transmission, the radar is used to receive the radiation
scattered by the atmosphere back to the antenna. If the details of the scattering
process are understood, meaningful information about the medium can be extracted
through the appropriate processing of the weak received signaJ. For the partially
ionized upper atmosohere above about 60 km altitude, the electromagnetic waves
axe scattered by electrons in a process known as incoherent or Thomson scatter,
named after J. J. Thomson who first showed that individual electrons can scatter
electromagnetic radiation (1906].
5.1.1 Relationship Between Density Fluctuations and Scat-
tering Properties
The frequency spectrum of the high frequency radiation scattered by the ionosphere
is directly related to the power spectrum of the electron density fluctuzLtions in the
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plasma. Mathematically the cross section of the plasma as a function of radar carrier
offset frequency, _.. may be expressed as
_ = #,V(!n(k.ca)la) (5.1)
Here. or. m lO-aa.-n "_ is the scattering cross section of a single electron. _" is the
scattering voiume.: indicate a time average; k and w are the difference of the
incident and scattered wave vectors and frequencies, respectively, v_z. k = kl - k,
and ca = aJi -_o,. For the usual backscatter radar geometry, k = 2_; thus. the incident
radar wavelength, 2;/ik, i, determines the scale size of density fluctuations sampled.
Here. nik.cal is the space--time Fourier transform of the usual number density in the
plasma, nir, t), definea bv
l _ dr frl'= q de n(r,t)exp[ik, r -iwt] (5.2)n(k, _. _ VT J-rl=
T in this equation represents a time greater than the correlation time of the ptasrrm
medium. The total cross section of the plasma can be obtained by integrating (5.1)
over Ca,t,
=/'_ cr_ d_ (5.3)O'to _
Spectrum of Density Fluctuations
The key to.determining the characteristics of the received scattered wave, then, lies
in calculating the power spectrum of density fluctuations in the space pt_ma.
When only the random thermal motions of the scattering particles are considered,
the spectrum exhibits a broad peak centered on the carrier frequency and a character-
istic width of the electron thermal velocity, Aw ,_, kvte iFe3"er, 19601. The total cross
section as determined by (5.3) is found to be simpty N_r,, where N represents the
total number of electrons in the scattering volume. This result has a straightforward
physical interpretation as follows.
The eiectrons are assumed to undergo random thermai motions, impiying that
each electron wi[lscattersi_naisof random phase relativeto the other eiectrons.At
the radar receiver tke si_nai powers rather than the signai vohages will add. and the
resulting cross section will be equal to the sum of the individual contributions of each
electron. ,Vo',. The random phase of the scattered signais suggests the use of the
name incoherent scatter to describe this process.
However, as more detailed calculations show, the presence of ions in the plasma
does introduce a degree of coherence between the electrons = motions (e.g., Hagfors,
1961; Salpeter. 1960. 1961: Dougherty and Farley, 1960: and others]. The influence of
the ions is found to be important when the incident radar waveien_h is much larger
than the so-catied Debye length in the plasma, given by
eoKT,'I/2 = (v._L__ (5.4)
where eo is the perrmttivity of free space, K is Boltzmann's constant, and T_, n, e,
vie, and wv are the eiectron tempera_ure_ density, charge, thermal velocity and plasma
frequency_ respectively.
The Debye iengtn is measure of the distance over which the plasma can shield
out electric fields: in the ionospheric F region. ,\a _ .003 meters. For distances
greater than this length the plasma dynamics are characterized by coilective processes
rather than the random thermal interactions of individual electrons. The resulting
scattering can best be thought of as arising from density fluctuations associated with
electrostatic oscillations in the plasma I. The idealized power spectrum of density
fluctuations under these conditions is shown in Figure 5-I.
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IThe term incohenenris not strictly accurate in this case and an alternative name, _rTwm.lon
sca_er, has ako been apptied to this phenomenon.
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Figure 5-1: Incoherent scatter power spectrum when i >> Ad. iafter l_ishbeth. 1989)
5.1.2 The Incoherent Scatter Radar Spectrum
The power spectrum in Figure 5-I consists of two components. The double-humped
centra_ spectrum results from density fluctuations associated with ion waves and
is correspondingly known as the Zon line. The sharp peaks flanking the ion line
are caused by high frequency electron density fluctuations called plasma waves; this
component is there,'ore known as the plasma line.
The Ion Line
The ion waves that give riseto the ion litrein the incoherent scatterspectrum axe
longitudinal oscillationswith a phase velocity given by the :'sound" speed in the
plasma. The dispersion relationfor these ion acoustic waves isgiven here.
_ ( KT, " KTi) _/== ' - C, (5.5)M_
where :_li is the ion mass and C, is defined as the ion sound speed in the plasma, typ-
ically t-2 tcm/sec in the ionospheric F region. While these waves are ion oscillations,
the eiectronsfollow tr.emouon becauseof their e_ectrostaticattraction to the massive
ions. The two peaksin the ion line power spectrum mav be thought of as reflections
from ion acousticwavestraveiling towards (upshifted peak', and away (downshifted
pea.k!from the racia.r.The peaks are broadened due to ion thermal motions. Analy-
sis of the shape ano magnitude of the spectrum yields several important ionospheric
parameters isee. -'.9., Zvan.s. 19691.
The spectral width corresponds to the ion acoustic phase velocity, which from
Equation (5.5) depencis primarily on the electron temperature and the mass of the
dominant ion species. The offset. 5fl, of the entire spectrum relative to the radar
center frequency yields the iine-of-sight bulk plasma drift. The electron-ion temper-
ature ratio deterrmnes the sharpness of the spectrum% peaks. The area under the ion
line curve is directiv reiated to the electron density. These parameters are usually
derived through a numerical model which adjusts their values to acifieve a best fit to
the observed power spectrum.
The Plasma Line
The plasma line component of the incoherent scatter spectrum is usually much weaker
than the ion line _ci more dii_icuk to measure. The sharp peaks result from electron
oscillations near the pi_ma frequency. The dispersion relation for these waves in a
rrmgnetized plasma is given by)
= %, + k2v_,: + f'l, sin 2
where fl, is the eiectron cyclotron frequency and 8 is the angle between the wave
and the geomagnetic field. Usually the dominant term in (5.6), the electron plasma
frequency, u;_ cc n :/2, provides a very accurate indicator of the electron density. The
intensity of the plasma iine is dependent on the electron temperature. The difference
in the relative offset frequency between the upshifted and downshifted fines allows a
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determination oi the buik electron drift velocity. This velocity can be compared with
the bulk velocity estimated from the ion line measutemem to calculate the relative
drift between the eiectrons and ions !i.e.. current).
In summary, .,ve have presented the characteristics of the normal incoherent scat-
ter power spectrum. The spectral features of the recently observed enhanced radar
backscatter, examined in the next section, exhibit significant departures from the
normal spectrum.
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5.2 Characteristics of Enhanced Radar Backscat-
ter (EPLB)
Intense coherent radar returns from the topside of the ionospheric F region have
been a regular feature of the Millstone Hill UHF incoherent scatter radar data for
many years. Because these returns are characterized by the large radar cross sections
and narrow spectral widths which can result from satellite penetration of the 1° radar
beam. they have. until recently, been dismissed solely as hard target contamination of
the incoherent scatter data. Foster et. al [19871 noted an anomalously high occurrence
of intense radar echoes in the vicinity of the mid-latitude ionospheric trough. The
unique geophysical conditions associated with the trough, such as field-aligned current
activity and steep piasma density gradients, suggest that some of the coherent returns
may be caused bv enhanced ionospheric plasma density fluctuations, rather than
orbiting objects intersecting the radar beam [FOS88].
The generation of such spectra may be attributed to current-driven ionospheric
plasma processes iFOS881. The processes described hy Kindel and Kennel [1971]
and Rosenbluth and Rostoker [1962], for example, predict the amplification of ion
acoustic waves in the presence of intense currents and explain several features of the
,oserveci enhancements, as discusseci in Chapter 7. Here we present evidence derived
.:tom several sources for the observation oi stimulated ion acoustic wave growth with
:ae 3,iiilstone Hill UHF raaar. Shese include statistical analyses of taxge Cata sets,
mufti-diagnostic measurements, and the oi_servation of ERB in zenith experiments.
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5.2.1 Satellite Contamination and Statistical Analyses of
ERB
_he task of separating satellite returns from true ionospheric coherent echoes is diffi-
cult because the integrated spectrai features of both are essentially identicai. This is
!iiustrated in Figure 5-2. where the uower suectra of the normal incoherent scatter ion
line. an intense return from an enhanced ion line, and spherical satellite number 9636
are plotted on the same frequency scale for comparison; each plot is self-normalized.
Even on a pulse-to-pulse basis sateflite returns may vary by as much as 20 dB due to
reflecting surface irregularities and rotation effects [.5'. Sridharan, private communi-
cation. 19881; the size of this variation is comparable to the magnitude of the ta_,'g_t
geophysical ERB events. Thus. the similaxity between geophysical ERE spectra and
satellite spectra makes unambiguous classification of individual ERB events dit_cult.
Several approaches to the resolution of this problem have been employed: the most
successful involves the statistical reduction of large data sets, as described below.
The Satellite Catalog
i large number of sateUites pass through the Millstone I.S. Radar find of view during
any particular experiment; their spectral signatures constitute the primary source of
coherent echo contamination in the topside ionosphere. At Millstone Hill we are
fortunate to have access to a complete catalog of the known orbiting space objects.
An altitude distribution of orbiting objects generated from thin catalog is shown in
2O
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Figure 5-2: UHF Power spectrum of a) Normal incoherent scatter ion line; b) En-
hanced ion line; and c! Spherical satellite _9636. The amplitude on each plot is
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for a 6 ° elevation aneie.
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Figure 5-3.
The majority of the satellite population exists at altitudes above about 500 kin;
layers of debris can be identified near 600 km and 800 kin, with a well defined max-
imum near 1000 kin. The distribution underscores the problem of removing hard
target contamination: -['he Millstone Radar cannot diagnose the active auroral re-
gions north of 60 ° lautude at altitudes less than 500 kin. Thus we are forced to
sample the active region of interest at altitudes where the greatest number of con-
taminants are located. A number of techniques utilizing the satellite catalog have
been employed to distinguish satellite echoes from those of geophysical origin.
Specific Events One wav to employ the catalog is to simply check specific records
of the radar data containing coherent peaks suspected to be geophysical EBB returns.
The time and location of a peak's occurrence can be checked against the catalog to
determine if a satethte with the appropriate Doppler velocity was present. In applying
this method one must be careful to properly define the uncertainty in the space-time
window which must be specified for the coherent echo's location.
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A single Millstone data recorci is typically constructed of Dower measurements
which are integrated for i5-30 seconds, during which time the radar may scan up to
f_ve degrees in azimuth. _aUal range smearing due to the radar pulse length adds
up to 150 km uncertainty in range. Additional error is introduced by the finite radar
beamwidth: the iar_e raciar cross section of many satellites reauires one to define
t.he "_effective beamwidth" as including the sidelobe pattern well beyond the common
definition of the half-power width. For the Millstone Hi]/steerable UHF antenna, this
means expanding the traditionally defined 1° bem-nwidth to some 2°-3 °. The largest
_ncertalnties in the azimuth, range, and time of the space-time window specified for
a given echo are then. respectively: - 5°, 150 km, and 30 seconds, enough time for a
satellite to travel some 250 kilometers.
[n reality, of course, the radar beam occupies only a small fraction of the total
window at a given moment in time: to insure a fair check, however, the entire window
must be specified for the satellite catalog to check a particular data record. The result
is that the catalog often predicts the penetration of the relatively large space window
by several hard targets within the 30 second record interval, even when no evidence
of a corresponding coherent peak is seen in the data.
If the catalog predicts that no suitable satellites were present, one can at least be
confident that the assumption of the peak's ionospheric origin has not been ruled out.
While this use of the satellite catalog is perhaps the most obvious, the:teclmique can-
not provide definitive proof that a given radar echo was generated by the ionosphere
because the satellite catalog is not 100% reliable.
The catalog is not completely reliable for several reasons. The large number of
objects cataloged (over 7000 presently) makes it very difficult to provide frequent
element set updates on all objects. The low altitude orbits occupied by the satel-
lites penetrating the Millstone Hill radar beam degrade fairly rapidly, so that catalog
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projections of the iocauons oi some objects may be significantly inaccurate. Fur-
thermore, there are numerous classified satellites not inciuded in the catalog used for
_hese studies. Fina_iv. :here is a popuiation of uncatalogea small orbiting debris.
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Statistical Studies She uncertainties involved in applying the satellite catalog to
check specific events limit the useiulness of that technique, as noted above. The
factors that render the catalog fatligle for seiected records, however, become unim-
portant if one applies the catalog in a temporally statistical manner. A calculation
of the distribution oi tow altitude targets (r_._, < 110 minutes) passing through a
defined space window over a period of 24 hours or so. will not depend significantly
on the accuracy oi a particuiax sateiiite's ephemeris data. Assuming they represent
a small percentage of the total satellite population and exhibit a similar altitude dis-
tribution, classified objects no longer constitute a serious source of error, either. The
contamination due to _he uncataloged debris must be examined in more detail.
Only about five percent of the over 7000 space objects cataloged are active or
working satellites. .\bout 50% of the known objects orbiting the earth consist of
fragments resulting irom the breakup of axtificial satellites. The primary causes of
satellite breakups are propulsion related malfunctions and intentional detonation,
although collisions axe suspected for unexplained breakups as weLL [Johnson, 19851.
It is believed that the uncataloged population of fragments from these breakups may
be up to 2.5 times greater than the total cataloged population iKessler, 19851.
Statistical studies, however, wiU not be modified significantly by the presence of
the orbiting debris for two reasons. The first is that the uncataloged population con-
sists of fragments smaller than about 10 centimeters diameter. Objects of this size
in the topside of the ionosphere axe too small to cause greatly enhanced coherent
echoes, paxticulaxty for radar wavelengths much greater than the fragment diameter.
The second reason is that the distribution of fragments generated by a breakup re-
_ _' ,p,.,.*.:_ ...... .
mains centered in height at the ori_inai orbit altitude. Thus the shape of the altitude
distribution chan_es very little: oniv the number of objects varies.
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Doppler Shift Discrimination She catalog has been employed to calculate the
passage of satellites through an azimuth window which is left "open:' for a sufficient
period of time to allow severai orbital revolutions, typically 24 hours. In Figure 5-4a a
histogram of the number of cataloged objects is plotted as a function of their line-of-
sight veiocitv to the Millstone radar for a low elevation azimuth scan between 342*-27*
over a 24 hour period. The spikes located at about ±6 km/sec are due to the large
population of satellites ii3. so-called "polar" orbits, high inchnation orbits between
800-t000 kilometers aititude. The radar measures a large line-of-sight velocity as it
scans to the north and detects these objects as they pass over the polar cap. The
velocity measured by the radar is actually determined from the Doppler shift of the
scattered signal received by the antenna. For the backscatter geometry, employed
here, the shift in kHz is given by Af = 2v/A, where v is the satellite velocity in
kin/see and A the radar wavelength in meters. A simple conversion for the 68 cm
wavelength used by Millstone Hill is ._kf _ 3v.
Figure 5-4b shows the distribution of coherent peaks observed at Millstone Hill
for an experiment run 13-15 January, 1988 scanning through the same azimuths as
the simulation 5-4a. A comparison of the two nearly identical distributions suggests
that many, if not all. of the peaks observed during this experiment were caused by
satellites penetrating the scanning radar beam. Magnetic conditions during 48 of
the 72 hours of data analyzed were very. disturbed; Kp values of 7 or higher were
registered for a 9 hour period, and remained at or above 6 for 15 consecutive hours
during the middle period of the experiment.
The consideration of magnetic activity is important because of its correlation with
field-aligned currents. The Kp indices referred to here are global classifiers of the am-
plituaes of magnetic variations derived every three hours based on observations from
a number of stations iocated over a wide range of latitudes. The quasi-logarithmic
scale '.'aries from u to _ in 27 increments: the sca/e is skewed towards the tow end of
these values in that rr, agnetic fluctuations corresponding to 3 or less occur 90% of the
time. whereas fluctuations of Kp=6 or greater represent less than 1% of the total dis-
tribution (Mayaud. !9_01. Given the sustained periods of very high activity occurring
during the experiment of JAN88, we might expect a correspondingly high intensity
of field-aligned currents, producing significant numbers of ERB events. Reasons for
the apparent lack of observed ERB in this experiment will be discussed shortly.
A second e._eri,mentai simulation and corresponding observations are presented
in Figure 5-5.._,s in Figure 5-4. the signature of the polar orbiters at :6 krn/sec is ev-
ident in both 5-5a and b. However, in Figure 5-5 an even larger number of peaks were
observed between _-!-2 km/sec, the ion sound speed regime in topside ionospheric
plasmas. This remarkable feature has not been observed in velocity distributions
constructed from other Millstone Hill radar experiments. Clearly the satellite catalog
does not predict the large population of peaks observed at the_e Doppler velocities.
If this data set represents a statistical average, we can feel confident that a portion
of the observed ion acoustic peaks were generated by ionospheric processes.
The satellite simuiations shown in Figures 5-4a and 5-5a were generated by contin-
uously monitoring a_[ azimuths within a defined window simultaneously, in so-called
op_n window simulations. Because the simulated coverage area is large, 12 hours
(t >_ 6"r_._t) is a sufficient time to run the open window simulation. Simulating longer
periods of time does not affect the shape of the calculated distribution of detected
hard targets: it only increases the number of "'hits" in the radar beam.
In an actual experiment;, of course, the beam scans through the window and
monitors only a sinai1 fraction of the total azimuth extent at any moment in time. The
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Figure 5-4: Distribution of Doppler velocities for a) s_tetlites penetrating the radar
beam between 342°-27 ° AZ, 4 ° EL, and b) Actuai observations from 13-15 Jan. 1988
for the same pointin_ an_les.
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Figure 5-5: Distribution of Doppler %'eiocities for a,.) satellites penetrating the radax
beana between 270*-90 ° AZ, 6 ° EL, and b) Actual observations from 8-10 November
1987 for the same pointing angles. The large number of peaks observed at ion acoustic
_'etoci_ies is hoe predicted.
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Figure 5-6: Graphic_ illustration of procedures used for a) satellite simuiations where
the entire space window is continuously monitored, and b) actual data acquisition via
scanning radar beam in experiment.
difference between the simu.iations shown thus far and actual experiments is illustrated
graphically in Figure 5-6. Hence, the number of satellites actually detected in a 12
hour observationa_ period is much smaller th_n the number '_seen': by the catalog for
the same t2 hours, anti a comparison of the corresponding observed distribution may
not be statistically vaiid.
The minimum time required for a valid statistical comparison of observed and
simulated coherent peak velocity distributions was determined by simulating a corn*
puter radar beam scanning through a dynamic satellite field. In the simulations, the
table of satellites passing through the azimuth window were sorted according to time,
and a radar scan was initiated at a given time and starting position to sample the
satellite data base. -['he simulated scan consisted of a 2 ° × 2° wide beam which was
swept 10°/rnin in azimuth, the same azimuth scan rate used in most experiments at
Millstone Hill. This process was repeated several times using different initialization
parametersfor periodsof i2. 2_. and 48hours.
It took 4-5 times more scanninghours to acquire as many _a.rgets as the corre-
sponding open v,inuow simuiation. The i2 hour simulations produced distributions
which were usuaiiv sirmiar to the open window distribution, but in some cases reid-
tiveiv large disparities were evident. The 24 hour simulations improved results. N'one
of the 94 hour ¢iistn_utions. for example, predicted more peaks at ion acoustic ve-
locities than at polar orbiter velocities, as was observed in the NOV87 experiment.
Nevertheless, deviations from the open window distribution were large enough to
discourage qua_utitative comparison. After 48 hours, however, the scan simulations
matched the shape o( the open window results nicely, regardless of starting time or
position within t_-,e _ateilite data base: increasing the time further simply produced
more events without noticeable distortion of the distribution.
The data sets used to produce the observed distributions presented in Figures
5-4b and 5-5b conta/n at least 60 continuous hours of radar observations, and should
therefore satisfy the statistics of the satellite catalog simulations. Comparing the
simulations with the observed distributions we conclude that a number of the co-
herent peaks observed at ion acoustic velocities between 1-2 km/sec in the NOV87
experiment resuit from geophysically induced ERB. The levels of global magnetic
activity during the _eriod varied from quiet to unsettled to moderately disturbed
(0 <Kp<_ 5-). Extrapolating the number of EI_B events occurring during this mod-
erate activity to the extremely disturbed periods of the JAN88 experiment, we would
expect to find much stronger evidence for geophysical EPLB in the January velocity
distribution. The lack of such evidence can be explained by considering the results
of a statisticai analysis of a third experiment.
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Altitude Discrimination Coherent echo distributionswere constructed from ap-
proximately 80 hours of data acquired during an experiment on 6-10 March 89, which
",'as known to contaan rna_netica_lv disturbed periods. The veiocitv distribution of the
enhanced echoes observed during the experiment, however, very hearty matched the
corresponding distribution generated by the satellite catalog. The observed altitude
distribution of the enhanced returns, shown in Figure 5-7, also iooks quite similar
to the simulated satellite distribution shown in Figure 5-3. except at the lowest al-
titudes, where a surprisingly large number of peaks are observed in range gate 10,
corresponding to 330 km altitude.
3O
The number of orbiting objects at altitudes of about 300 km or less represents less
than .5% of the total satellite population. In the observed distribution, however, such
events account for neariv t.5%. For this experiment that translates into precisely 18
events, a smail number which is perhaps not statistically robust, despite 80+ hours
of observations. The significance of the tow altitude anomaly increases when one
recognizes that the number of events near 300 km is comparable to, or greater than
the number of peaks detected at altitudes of 500 and 540 kilometers, respectively. An
examination of the spectral ch_acteristics of each low altitude enhancement prodded
further evidence of a geophysical source for some of the enhancements.
Satellites at low aititudes must travel faster than orbiting objects at higher al-
titudes; a satethte simuiation for the 6-10 March azimuth scans shows that about
85% of the time, the line-of-sight Doppler velocity detected by the radar from these
objects exceeds 4 kin/see, and is often higher than 7 km/sec. In the March experi-
ment, however, 5 of the 18 tow altitude enhanced peaks exhibited Doppier velocities
at the local ion acoustic speed, usually between 1 and 2 km/sec in the F region. This
is almost double the expected percentage of ion acoustic enhancements, and seems
unlikely to be a random occurrence caused by hard targets. The occurrence of these
events with regard to magnetic activity and other geophysical considerations is also
indicative of ion acoustic enhancements through natural processes.
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Figure 5-7: The altitude d_stribuuon of observed coherent echoes from the Millstone
6-10 March 1989 e×periment..kltitude is scaled bv range gates, which are semarated
by 40-50 kilometers. Some gate numbers followed by their corresponaing ai_itude
are: 10/330, 15/500. 20/700. and 25/975.
This March e×pemment time period was very interesting magnetically, being more
disturbed than the 8-t0 NOV87 period, but sigrdficantly less disturbed than the mon-
ster storm leveis recorded during i3-15 JAN88. The houriy AE index is plotted for
the duration of the experiment in Figure 5-8. The A_ index provides a useful mea-
sure of auroral magnetic activity. The figure shows that March 6-7 were moderately
disturbed before activiw decreased steadily through the latter part of the 7th and
.'vIarch 8. At 18:00 UT on the 8th a major storm commenced; disturbance levels de-
creased soon after the major impulse, but remained active throughout, most of March
9 when another surge of activity occurred, lasting just til 24:00 UT.
The height of the mazdmum density in the F region, ]_mF2, is closely related to
the magnetic activity (see Figure 5-9). Under quiet conditions, ]_rnF2 exhibits a reg-
ular diurnal variation, descending during daylight hours as photoionization builds up
the pt_ma density at lower altitudes, mud ascending again after dusk when recombi-
nation processes neutralize the low altitude plasma more rapidly. A ty'pical variation
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Figure 5-8: Values of magnetic index .dE during the magnetic disturbances of 6-10
._Iarcn.1989. Note the sudden storm commencement at 18:00 UT on March S falter
_3uonsan_o et aL. 19901.
of thisnature is evident durin_ the period oi"decreasing ma_'netic activi_ spanning
March 7-8. Under magnetically disturbed conditions hmF'2 serves as an excellem
indicatorof the passage of the mid-latitude electron density trough and the equa-
forward expansion of the auroral oval [Buonsanto, et al.,1990!. In the trough itself',
the hmF2 value increasessharply,as occurs in the early morning hours of March 7,
._larch9. and March i0.
The low altitudeion acoustic enhancements occurred at 7MAR-I:44 UT. 9MAR-
3:34 UT, 9MAR-If:52 UT and 10MAR-3:00 UT. Their positions are indicated on
Figure 5-10, which is a plot showing the variationof the peak ionospheric density,
:VMF_, as a function of time and latitude.All the enhanced peaks occur eitherin
the ionospheric trough or on the trough's equatorward edge in a region oi"strong
density gradients associated with field-alignedBirkeland currents [Ungstruiv,et aL,
1986]. Except for the event at 11:52 UT on March 9, all the events occur just prior
to the arrival of the trough over Millstone IIill. The event at 11:52 UT is actually
occurring under similar geophysical conditions, except that it is located on the edge
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Figure 5-9: The height of ma.xamum electron density in the ionosphere for the 6-t0
._Iarch period. The sharp increases in altitude correspond to the approach of the
mid-latitude trou_i_ :_ter Buonsanto et al.. 19901.
of a receding, rather than approaching, density depletion.
The approach of the trough signals the expansion of the auroral oval and the
penetration of large electric fields to lower latitudes. These fields are responsible
for the very large westward E x B plasma drifts observed in the early morning on
March 9. The erma_ced low altitude ion line detected at 3:34 UT on March 9 is
shown in Figure 5-i1: she large shifts evident in the normai IS spectra at higher
altitudes correspond to westward drifts of up to 1.3 km/sec. All-sky images reve-ted
that prominent red aurora were present north of the Millstone Hill radar at this
time, in the same tocation where the EBB occurred; later in the morning a stable
red auroral (SAR) arc persisted to the north for about two hours [M. Buor_a_,
private communication. 19!)11. These geophysical signatures verify the presence of
auroral features st latitudes as low as 44 ° on March 9. Similar fe,,tures, though not
as intense, were present during the early morning hours of March ? mad 10 as well.
By contrast, the post-dusk period on March ?/8 did not disptay a well-defined troug_t
or auroral characteristics. The density depletion evident after midnight on this day
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Figure 5-I0: Variation of peak electron density wish latitude. Low altitude ERB
events axe indicated with white dots. Low density regions are shaded black [after
Bv_nsanto et aL. 1990L
289:
7ia'ure 5-11: Ion line enhancement observed wi_h the Millstone Hill UHF radar at
)3:34 L'T on 9 March 89. At higher aititudes the shifted spectra give evidence of
:ar_e westward E x B drifts.
is associated onty with the normal diurnal decrease occurring after sunset. No low
ahitude ion acoustic ERB events were recorded during this time period.
We have established the presence of active auroral features during the periods
when low altitude ERB events were observed in the 6-10 March experiment. These
events are attributed to the enhancements of ion acoustic waves in the presence of
._atur_ilv occurring intense fieid-aligned currents. Normally the Millstone Hill Radar
can diagnose these remote high latitude active regions only at altitudes above 500 kin,
where the large satellite population makes unambiguous identification of EBB events
difficult. During the magnetic disturbances of March 6/7, March 8/9 and March 10,
the equatorward expansion of the auroral oval carried it to within a few degrees of
Millstone's latitude. This made it possible for low elevation-angle azimuth scans to
sample the active region at much closer ranges, and correspondingly lower altitudes,
than normal. The low altitude ERB events were then relatively easy to separate
from hard targets because so few satellites occupy these very low altitude orbits. The
variability of the ionosphere played an important role in interpreting the results of
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the distribution studies for this experiment.
The level of variability in the 13-15 JAN88 experiment was about an order of
magnitude greater than that e×uerienced during 6-10 MAR89. By extending the
_mroral dynamics arguments used to explain the results of the "_IAI_.89 experiment,
we can arrive at a rationai e×_ianaLion [or the total lack of statistical evidence of
geophysical ERB during the JAN88 experiment. In MAR89, ionospheric x_xiations
were characterized bv brief periods of intense magnetic activity resulting in the equa-
torward expansion of the the auroral oval to latitudes slightly north of Millstone Hill.
The periods of intense activity were then followed by somewhat longer periods of
decreased activity, providing a relaxation period for the ionosphere to neartv return
to its normal structure.
After the first dav of the i3-15 JAN88 experiment, however, periods of extreme
activity were sustained for many hours. The auroral region, containing the intense
current activity critical for ERB excitation, actually passed to the south of Mill_tone
HAll and did not recover to its usual latitudes during the duration of the experiment.
The radar scan cycle employed, a 4 ° elevation-angle, limited azimuth scan to the
north, was not advantageous to the detection of EP,.B under these circumstances.
Zenith measurements or even scans to the south of Millstone are appropriate for such
studies under very disturbed conditions. In conclusion, ERB events were not detected
in the JAN88 experiment because the auroral zone passed to the south of MiUctone
HJU due to extreme levels of magnetic activity, while the radar continued to scan at
low elevation angles to the far north.
Finally, a large data set acquired on 6-10 October 86 was analyzed by the same
statistical technique. The observed velocity distribution closely resembled the satellite
distribution, similar to the comparison shown in Figure 5-4. Furthermore, an analysis
of the altitude distributions yielded no evidence of anomalouq ERB events. The global
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Kp index indicateci ti_,ar the _eriod was one of the most quiet imaginable, with 60 of
the 87 observing hours having Kp of 1÷ or tess and a maximum Kp of 3- occurring for
one 3-hour perioci. _'r, der these conditions, intense current activiw is not expected at
any latitude within :_Iillstone Hill's field-of-view. Consistent with that interpretation,
we conclude that :r.e iack o[ evidence of ERB events in the statistical anaivses for
this experiment indicates simply that no appreciable EI:_ events occurred during this
time period because o( the very low levels of magnetic activity.
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5.2.2 MICAD Experiments
Beginning in Aorii i989. a series of muiti-diagnostic experiments, known as _,
involving the MIlhtone Hill UHF radar, a subset of the C___AANOPUS system of in-
struments (BARS raaar, magnetometer array, meridian photometers) and the DF_,-1
satellite was conducted to provide additional information about ion acoustic radar
backscatter enhancements due to ionospheric processes. In these experiments, as
illustrated in Figure 5-12. the Millstone Hill radar was used to track the geomag-
netic field line above the DE-t satellite as it flew through perigee within the radar's
field of view: CANOPUS instruments were utilized as diagnostics of the background
ionosphere. Ultimately, the goal was to simultaneously detect the signature of large,
field-aligned ionospheric currents with remote sensors (radars, etc.) and in situ in-
struments aboard DE-1.
Beginning in April 1989, a total of seven MICAD overflight experiments were
conducted on 4/9, 5,2, 5/22, 6/5, 6/19, 8/8, and 8/29. During the MICAD exper-
iment on 22 May i989, the Millstone Radar detected a 7 dB enhanced backscatter
return at the ion acoustic frequency at 23:57:46 UT; the power enhancement at 1000
km is shown in Figure 5-t3. The power plot shows a distinct F region trough at
the latitude of the EI_B event. In the scan shown in the figure the radar moved
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Figure 5-12: Conceptual design of MICAD experimems. Remote diagnostics and in
situ instruments were to obtain simultaneous measurements on the same magnetic
field line.
:'tom AZ=289 ° at 22:54:52 UT to AZ=343 ° at 23:59:08 UT. The enhancement oc-
currefi at an azimuth of 332 °. The DE-/ satellite passed through the same re_ion 30
-_econds later and recorded an in situ magnetometer fluctuation corresponding to a
field-aligned current density > 50 _arnps/m = [J. Slamn. private communicaton. 1989h
The magnetometer "_race and the enhanced UHF radar spectra are shown in Figure
5-14. The decrease in the magnitude of DBPHI evident just after 23:57:00 UT in the
figure indicates the satellite's entry into the Region II field-aligned current system.
"['he boundary between the Region I currents and the Re_ion II currents is reat..hed
at about 23:58:10 UT. when the --_ 50 #amps/m 2 current spike was detected. The
onboard magnetometer continued to exidbit large fluctuations until about 23:59:00
UT: two of the addkionai fluctuations at 23:58:20 UT and 23:58:40 UT correspond to
current densities in excess of 25 _axnps/m 2. Because the radar was actually tracking
about 30 seconds ahead of the satellite's position, the measurements cannot be cla_-
sifted as truly simultaneous. However, this experiment gives firm evidence of intense
field-aligned currents associated with the occurrence of EI_B near the ionospheric
trough as was suggested by FOS88.
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An examination oi data from two consecutive passes of the DMSP-F8 satellite
(the first 42 minutes prior to, and the second 56 minutes after the DE-1 overflight
in the same longitude band) reveal that the region producing the enhanced radar
bar.kscatter was characterized by localized intense, soft (E < 1 keV) electron pre-
cipitation features. Comparison of the measured electron and ion fluxes show that
current densities in excess of 60 #amps/m 2 were detected on the first pass ! W. Denig,
private commumcation. 19891. Data from this pass formed the basis for deriving the
supratherma] contribution to the electron distribution function utilized in numeric.z/
calculations in Chapter 7 (see Figure 7-7).
Pa__icle flux spectrograms from a northern polar paas of the NOAA-10 satellite
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Figure 5-i3. Power enhancement observed during May 22 MICAD experiment. The ?
dB ermancement is located at 1000 km altitude on the edge of the ionospheric trough.
A two rnsec radar pulse was used in the scan.
exJaibit a sharp local maximum in the low energy electron flux at the same latitude
and only 8 minutes prior to the DE-1 satellite a.nd Millstone Hill radar observations.
A map illustrating the geographic and temporal relationship of the various measure-
ments is shown in Figure 5-15. These in situ data establish the presence of discrete
low energy particle precipitation events carryi'ng large current densities in the region
of enhanced UHF radar backscatter.
It should be noted that limited particle flux i_ormation is ava_iable from the
DE-1 sa_eUite. The electron flux instrumem onboard is no longer functional. The
energy spectrum of ions was monitored, but no signature wa_ evident in association
with the large magnetometer vacations [W. K. Peeerson, private communication,
1989]. This is consistent with the DMSP dat_ where the energy flux of the electron
population increases dramatically while the ion flux remains essentially unch_ed.
Both me_urements indicate that the currents are being carried by supratherrrml
OF POOR QUALITY
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Figure 5-14: Power spectra of ion acoustic ERB observed with the Millstone Hill UEF
radar and the corresponding magnetometer trace of the DF_,-1 satellite. Magnetic
fiucZuations (DBPHI) are in units of nanotesl_.
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Figure 5-15: _lap showin_ geographic rel_tionship of multiple satellite measurements
of intense field-alignea currem activity, UI_F ion acoustic ERB, and the Millstone
Hill radar.
electrons rather than ions.
Meaauremems from the CA.NOPUS diagnostic group of instruments were of lim-
ited application in this _arficuiar MICAD experimem. The observations were outside
the field-of-view of the BARS radar system, and the local time was too early to ac-
quire all sky ca.mera images of visible airglow or photometer d_t_. The meridional
magnetometer chain (MARIA) approximazely 320 km west of the UHF ERB observa-
tion wa_ operating, and the m_netometer trsces from the nearest s_ations are shown
in Figure 5-16. The _ound stations show _ reasonable level of activity (Kp=4) prior
to the MiUstone/DE-i observations, but conditions are relatively quiet during the
actual overflight (abou_ 2 hours alter start time). Global ma_edc ac_iviLy usually
serves as an indicz_tor of intense field-aligned currents, but it does no_ constitute
prerequisiLe for their occurrence. Johnstone and Winnin_ham !1982] reported sever_l
_ateIiite observations of suprathermai eiectron bursts carrying 1_eld-ai[_nea currents
in the auroral zone during very quiet :..,a_nedc conditions.
_he satellite catalo_ was consuitee for the presence of hard targets in the scattering
•.'o[ume during the 30-second integration :)eriod in which the ion acoustic E,-_R event
._'as recorded..-_ generous scatterin_ volume was assumed, using the actuai eiewation
anci azimuth angles of the radar -'2 °. to minimize the uncertainties due to errors
in the catalog predicts. Three canciida_es were found. Of these three, t;vo were
ex'oected to produce large line-of-sight Doppler shifts of about 6 km/sec. 7he other
possible candidate's Doppler veiocitv :vas in the opposite direction of the observed
phase velocity of the enhanced ion acoustic peak. Clearly_ none of the predicted
harci targets could have caused the asymmetric UHF power spectrum o_served in
tl_is MICAD experiment.
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5.2.3 Observation of ERB in Zenith Experiments
As has been established, the contamination due to satellites in the investigation of
ERB is a serious problem in general. However, hard target signatures can be filtered
out effectively by poiming the radar direcdy overhead. In the zemth position the
beam is nearly transverse so the direction of mo_ion of satellites penetrating the
scattering volume, and their associated Doppler shifts are thus restricted to nearly
zero ma_mtude. Satellite cataJog simulations based on a 2 ° x 2° wide beam show
that the maximum observable line-of-sight velocity possible in such experiments does
not exceed 250 m/sec. Zenith observations of spectra_ peaks with greater Doppler
shifts (e.g., F-region ion acoustic speed: C, -,_i-2 km/sec) can then be a_tributed to
geophysica_ sources.
Figure 5-17 shows an observation of ion acoustic wRve growZh acquired with the
Millstone HRI 67-meter fixed position zenith antenna. The Doppler shift of the peak
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Figure 5-16: Magnetic _-ariations recorded by the CANOPUS chain of magnetometers
clurin_ the M_y 22. 1989 MICAD experiment. The DE-I and MillsLone Hill obser-
v'a_ions of EI_.B were recorded at 23:58 UT, during the rel_tively quie_ period nearly
two hours after the star_ time on the plots.
correspondsto a ::m/sec veiocity, about four times greater "_han the maximum
observable shift from ac=uai satellites. In addition, the enhanced return is distributed
in altitude to a greater extent than is possible for an orbiting object given the 150 km
pulse smearing aion_ :}'.e radar beam. This zenith observation, reoorted bv FOS88.
was taken as proof :?._.t a :_ortion of the Millstone ERB returns cannot be caused bv
orbiting objects.
The scan cycle for ti_e radar in this experiment consisted of 4 consecutive zenith
measurements followea by a complete elevation scan. 2 more zemth records, and a
180 ° low elevation-angle azimuth scan. Only six minutes out of every hour are spent
in the zenith position, and only half that time is used to dia_mose the high altitude
region above 700 kin. T'n.fortunatety, the spectra shown in Figure 5-17 represent
the last zenith measurement preceding the beginning of an elevation scan lasting six
minutes. When the raaar returned to the zenith position, the echoes were gone.
Observations iike this at Millstone Hill are rare for two reasons, ks was noted
previously, the enhancements axe thought to be associated with intense field-aligned
currents. While such events are not extraordinary at auroral latitudes, they occur
at mid-latitudes ve_, infrequently, approximately 10-15 days a year based on the Kp
magnetic index during the event shown here (Mavau& 19801. On those days when the
general levels of disturbance axe sufficient, the phenomenon directly over the radar
may last for onty rmnutes or seconds and be missed entirely iRietveld et a/.,1991],
was nearly the case in this experiment.
Typically only a small amount of Millstone's total data acquisition time is used
for zenith observations. Few dedicated zemth experiments have been conducted at
Millstone Hill in the past: two separate 24-hour experiments run recently yielded no
significant results. The zenith data obtained in most previous experiments consists
of a few local measurements m,_e once or twice per hour in between azimuth and/or
_5
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Figure 5-I7: Millstone Hill zenith observation of ion acoustic ERB. The frequency
o_et corresponds to a velocity of 1 km/sec. [after FOS88t.
eievation scans. C.mnciering the low occurrence frequency of the geopnysicai event
and the sparse numner of zenith observations, the probability of detecting ion acoustic
enhancements direcw: above Millstone Hill is small, zenith experiments conducted
soielv for that purpose may not provide an effective approach for investigating ERB
at mid-latitudes.
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5.3 Summary
An attempt has been made to provide conclusive evidence of geophysically-produced
enhanced ion acoustic radar backscat_er observed at Millstone Hill.
Because of the snectra_ similarities of satellites and enhanced ion acoustic waves,
it is difficuit to distinguish individual me_urements unambiguously. Satellite sim-
ulJ, tions have been employed to make st;ttistical comparisons with large data sets.
Results from four t)'pes of experiments have been presented. Under extremely dis-
turbed and extremeiy quiet conditions no EtLB events were detected by the statistical
analysis. In the quiet case there are most likely no occurrences of ER.B. In the very
disturbed case. however, pointing the radar to the north proved ineffective because of
the auroral region's passage to the south of Millstone. EI_ events were found at low
altitudes during a iesser storm period when the auroral oval expanded to within a few
degrees north of Millstone. These events have been attributed to the current-driven
enhancements of ion acoustic waves in the temporarily nearby auroral zone. Finally,
a moderately disturbed period was examined. The velocity distribution exhibited
many more peaks at ion acoustic frequencies than predicted by the satellite catalog.
These peaks are beiieved to represent geophysical ERB events occurring at relatively
high latitudes in the usual auroral zone.
Through a series of multiple diagnostic experiments, we have established the
clarion of enhanced backscatter events with intense field-aligned currents. In one case,
_8
a neariv simultaneousmeasurementel UHF ERB and a field-aligned current carried
by suprathermal electrons were obtained. Data from other satellites confirmed that
_he re_ion contained large fluxes of low energy eiectrons, and that such conditions
persisted for tens of minutes. These so_t precipitating electrons are beiieved to play
_,n important roie in the generation of ion acoustic ERB.
Finatly. the utility of zenith-pointing experiments was exploited to filter out hard
target contamination while acquiring ion acoustic ERB. A single event has been iden-
tified with a Doppier shift of 1 km/sec, the local ion sound speed in the piasma.
Satellites passing through the beam exhibit Doppler shifts of less than 250 m!sec.
These memurements are rare at mid-latitudes because intense field-aligned currents
occur there very infrequently (perhaps briefly on 10-15 days/year during solar max-
imum), and the radar is not usually pointed in the zenith direction while acquiring
data. P_esutts from two 24-hour zenith experiments yielded no evidence of ion acoustic
ER.B.
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Chapter 6
ERB Observations from Other
Radar S it es
The existence of geopaysically induced enhanced coherent radar backscatter from the
topside ionosphere ',-as first reported by FOS88 based on a study of "hard target"
like returns observec ".vith the Millstone Hill UHF Radar as described in Chapter 5.
The enhancements are believed to be associated with intense field-aligned currents
in the high latitude ionosphere. This high-latitude region is normally accessible to
the Millstone Hill raaar beam at very large aspect angles relative to the geomag-
netic field, effectively limiting the range extent over which the field-aligned echoes
may be observed and leading to ambiguities (with actual hard targets) in the data
interpretation for individual coherent echo events. The locations of the EISCAT and
SondrestrSm radars i see Table 4.1) suggest that more favorable ERB observing con-
ditions may exist at those sites. Presented here is a brief overview of significmat
observations and ex'p. eriments involving these radars which confirm and extend the
known characteristics of EBB first recognized at Millstone Hill.
6.1 Observations at EISCAT
The EtSCAT (European Incoherent SCATterlj Scientific Association operates a tri-
static UHF raaar system consisting of a 933 MHz 2.5 MW radar located at Tromse,
.Norway [69.7°.N tat. 19.2°E.!ong) and two remote receivers at Kiruna. Sweden 167.8 °,
20.4 ° ) and Sodankvi£. Finland _'67.4 ° . 26.6 ° ). The three sites u_ilize identical parabolic
antennas 32 meters in diameter to simultaneously determine full three-dimensional
vector velocities a_ selected heights in the ionosphere. In addition to the UHF radar,
a 224 MHz radar using a 40 x 120 m parabolic cviinder antenna is located at Troms_,
providing multi-wavelength measurement capability locally.
5O
6.1.1 Initial Statistical Approach
The investigation o_ ERB at EISCAT was first undertaken by Schlegei and Moorcroft
[1989] who applied a statistica_ approach, similar to that used at Millstone Hill,
to 73 hours of data acquired with the radar pointed up the local magnetic field
line (AZ=182 °, EL=77.5°). EISCAT regularly runs so called Common Programs for
data acquisition which employ this radar took angle for geophysical reasons; such
data constitute a majority of the available data base. Attempting to discriminate
geophysical events from hard targets, Scldeget and Moorcroft's analysis identified
and correlated 209 enhanced events with various combinations of occurrence time,
altitude, velocity, intensity, and spectral characteristics. Achieving an_iguous results,
they concluded that the EBB observed at EISCAT was probably due to a combination
of satellites and system effects not clearly understood.
The satellite explanation was supported in par_ by a comparison of the distribu-
tion of observed peak velocities with the distribution predicted for hard targets by a
satellite catalog. While this comparison was employed successfully with the Millstone
Hill data, it falls to discriminate ERB events in this case because the field-aligned
_ointing direction at EISCAT producesradar iine-of-sight Doppler veiocitiesfrom
:de largepopulation of poiar orbitin_ sateilites in the range of typical ion acoustic
.'eiocitiesbetween i-2 kin/sac tseeFigure6-1).
However.a marked differencein the respectiveheight distributions of satellites
and the observedpeaks was discovered. _hown in Figure 6-2 is the unexpectedly
largepopulation of observedtowaltitude events.Aware that reportsof Millstone Hill
EKB wererestricted to the topside ionosphereabove 400 km (FOS88i and lacking
additional evidence of geophysical processes, Schlegei and Mooreroft were unable to
resolve the disparity in the altitude distributions, leaving the question open for further
interpretation. Recently, data reported bv Rietveid et al. [1991) (henceforth RD91)
'anami_iguously verified the detection of geophysically induced ERB with the EISCAT
radar svstem.
5I
6.1.2 Range Extended UHF Echoes
Like their counterparts observed at Millstone Hill, the geophysical EFI.B echoes de-
tected at EISCAT were also characterized by large cross section enhancements (up
:o 20 dB) and narrow spectral widths similar to those caused bv hard targets. These
grossly asymmetric spectra cannot be fitted to derive ionospheric parameters by the
standard incoherent scatter analysis programs. Vv'hen the radar is pointed up the
magnetic field line both satellite and geophysics2 ERB echoes appear at the same fre-
quency shift in the power spectra. While this feature renders the field-aligned pointing
direction ineffective for a statistical discrimination approach, it actually provides un-
ambiguous geophysical ERB idemification when events are considered individually
for the following reason.
Enhanced echoes of geophysical origin were believed to be associated with intense
electron drifts or currents (FOS88]. The most intense currents are also field-aligned
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Figure 6-I: Histograms of velocity distribution of a) observed peaks, and b) satellite
population. At this look angie geophysical enhancements and polar orbiting satellites
share the same velocity range. [after Scldegel and Moorcrvft, 19891.
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Figure 6-2: Histograms of altitude distribution of a) all observed coherent peaks, and
b) satellite population. Note taxge numi_er of observed pe_f..s below 300 kin. [after
Schlegei and Moorcrvft, 1989}.
and extend for manykilometersalong the magnetic field direction. En]aancedechoes
driven by these currents are therefore stimulated over the same extent along the
field lines and can Be observed with a radar pointed parallel to the same line. (The
altitude extent of the "_lillstone Hill zenith observations is attributed to this effect: see
Figure 5-17). _an_e extended echoes were discovered by l_D91 when investigating
t,he details of a cluster of spectra which caused correlator errors due to overflows
in the A/D converters o( the radar receiver. Two experiments were analyzed (Feb.
I4, 1990; Oct. 25, 1989), in which 24 ten-second integration periods were found to
contain enhanced echoes. The following summary of those observations is adapted
from RD91 a.ua prig-ate communication with M. Pdetvetd, 1991.
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A sample o[ the.data is shown in Figure 6-3, where five consecutive 10-sec in-
tegration periods are shown which illustrate the transition from normal incoherent
spectra to enhanced spectra and back again. The enhanced echoes are extended
over a wide range o[ altitudes: a satelfite penetrating the radar beam would appear
in at most three range gates in the sampling technique used here. The frequency
shift of the anomaJous spectra also increases smoothly with altitude, corresponding
to the increase in the ion acoustic speed with height, further evidence of" the echoes"
geophysica/origins.
The spectra in Figure 6-3 vary. dramatically during the 30 seconds in which the
anomalous echoes appear. The spectra axe enhanced at altitudes as low as 130 km
and as high as 600 km by as much as 17 dB during the 04:49:50-04:50:00 period.
The enhancements can be very asymmetric in either the upshifted or downshifted
peak, or relatively symmetric with both ion acoustic peaks ampfified by nearly the
same amount. A transition in the sign of the frequency shift of the asymmetric peak
enhancements can occur within a single 10 second integration period over sevend
tens of"kilometers. The statistics of which type of enhancemen_ (asymmetric upshift,
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Figure 6-3: Five consecutive I0-sec integration periods observed with the EISCAT
UHF radar. \ViLhin the 50-sec time period the ion lines change from nomad Lo
enhanced and back again [after RD91].
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Figure 6-4: Histograms showing the height distribution of enhanced ion acoustic
spectra categorized by ai total enhanced spectra: b) upshifted or downshifted peak
enhancement: and c) both peaks enhanced symmetrically [after RD911.
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asymmetric downshift, or symmetric) was observed in the two experiments under
discussion are presented in histograms in Figure 6-4.
The figure indicates that there appear to be two main altitude regimes favoring the
spectrai enhancements, with a minimum rate of occurrence at around 250 kin. In the
higher aititude regime, tb.e enhancements are primarily asymmetricaily downshifted
or symmetric: at lower altitudes upshifted asymmetric spectra are more common. The
enhancements are found to be largest in the topside ionosphere above 250 kin, and
have lasted as long as 50 seconds continuously; shorter sporadic bursts distributed
over a period of a few tens of minutes are seen more frequemly. As more a uomaious
echoes from other experiments have been found, it appears that the tow altitude
enhancements are rare. Additionally, several ERB events have been observed when
the radar was not pointed field-aligned, at was directed at aspect angles up to 20 °.
The echoes are then found to be localized rather than extended in range, as in the
obser_-ations reported from Millstone Hill.
Geophysical Conciitions
Geophysicaily, the events occur in the presence of sharp, r_uctuations in the loca2
magnetic field (--- 500 n-_ ._-S'_. auroral particle precipitation evidenced bv airglow,
etevated electron te.mneratures _T_ up to 8000°K), and electron-to-ion temperature
ratios greater than t'::o. _nouer_ not extremely high (typically. 2 _ T_,'T, <_ 3). Several
more ERB events i_ave _een discovered in EISCAT data since P_D91: some of these
cases were more cioseiv correiated with elevated ion temperatures, strong perpen-
dicular electric fields, and little, if any, auroral precipitation ( [Vahlund et aL, 1991].
Based on an evaluation of tke snarse existing data. the physical mechanisms respon-
sible for the observeci enhancements are explored in Chapter T..k recently conducted
experiment to obtaan better data is described in the nero section.
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6.1.3 Dedicated ERB Experiment Performed at EISC.4 T
In late November 1990. EISCAT radar time to acquire new data was provided by Dr.
Kristian Schlegel of the Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy, and a single experiment
designed to measure ERB with the highest possible resolution in time and space was
conducted. The methods and results of the experiment are presented below.
Experimental Description
Experimental considerations for conclusively obtaining good quality enhanced echoes
were determined by our understanding of the phenomenon. The experiment wan
designed to provide kJgh resolution (in frequency and time) power spectra over a
large altitude extent, primarily at field aligned and vertical look angles. The field-
aligned position facilitates observing enhancements over a large altitude exZent, while
the vertical position constrains the possible line-of-sight satellite velocities to subsonic
speeds in the ionosnhere and shares common scattering volume with the VFIF radar.
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Figure 6-5: Radar operating parameters employed in experiment to investigate ERB
at EISCAT on November 30. 1990.
Ideally we hoped to obtain simultaneous UHF and VHF measttrements for radar cross
section measurements at two frequencies.
A 20-minute elevation scan was per/ormed approximately every two hours for
diagnosis of background ionospheric parameters. Two plasma line receiver channels
were dso recorded to deduce ionospheric currents directly. A complete description of
the radar parameters and scan cycles employed in the experiment is given in Figure
6-5.
To distinguish the enhanced echoes from actual hard targets we relied on the
multi-static capability of the EISCAT UHF system to obtain full 3-D Doppler infor-
rnation. Coherent echoes detected within the common scattering volume which did
not exhibit velocities consistent with hard targets could be attributed to geophysical
effects. In addition to hard target discrimination, the tri-static system can provide
".he aspect annie deoendence of the enna.nced radar cross section, an important ciue
to uncierstanding the pn.vsics of this phenomenon. To better facilitate the task of ac-
quiring coherent echoes in the common scattering volume, a ";smart:' :end-time radar
control program was employed.
This controlprogram, named MONITOR. was written by Anthony van Eyken uti-
[izingan ;'ERB detection:'algorithm deveioped by Keith Groves and Mike R.ietveld.
The received ion line spectra were monitored in real-time to detect enhancements.
When enhanced spectra were detected, the remote receiving antennas were auto-
maticai/v repositioned to observe the aititude of maximum enhancement aiong the
transmitted radar beam. as depicted in Figure 6-6. This process was usuaiiv com-
pleted within i0 seconds, considerabiv tess than the time scales over which the echoes
can persist (a few tens of seconds). The program was tested by looking at satellites
to simulate ERB. An additional valuable feature of MONITOR is the capability to
automatically reduce the integration period when enhanced power teveis are detected,
acquirin_ high time resolution memurements with adequate signal-to-noise.
Initially, the 30-hour allotment of radar time was scheduled as a single time block
beginning at 08:00 UT on November 29, 1990. Because the mos_ promising periods
for enhanced echo observations are believed to begin in the early evening and continue
into the early morning hours, however, we chose to use only half the allotted time
for the fu_t experiment, beginning at 16:00 UT, and save the remaining time for
additional observations on the evening of December 1.
From a technical standpoint, the experiment was executed smoothly; unfortu-
nately, it appears that enhanced radar backscatter was not observed. Tiffs is un-
doubtedly due to the lack of appropriate geophysical conditions during the entire
observational period. Magnetically, the ionosphere was very quiet: the magnetogram
at the Trornso site showed only weak, gradual variations, and the Ap index for the
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Figure 6-6: Conceptual drawing of the ERB experiment performed at EISCAT in
November, 1990..A. reaJtime monitor program was employed to detect and ioca_e
ERB; the remote receiving a_tennas were then repositioned to sa_nple the saxne vol-
lime.
period wasa mea_erfive. Also. there wasno evidenceof paxticie precipitation, and
eiectron temperaturesremained below 3000°K. Additional observing periods were
_entativeiyplannecifor the eveningsof Decembert and 4. C)nthe basisof the latest
forecastsfor very quiet conditions on both days, however,it wasdecidednot to run
dedicatedcoherentechoesexperiments. A searchthrough e.'cistingdata was believed
a moreer_cientmeansof locating additional ERB events.
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6.1.4 UHF Common Program Data
-['he computer algorithm used to detect enhanced power spectra in reai-time can also
be used to analyze e._sting raw data tapes. Each spectra is checked, and those that
exceed predeterrmned leveis of asymmetry and/or overall power enhancement are
recorded for later a.aaivsis. For these analyses, a 3 dB asymmetry threshold was used
to reduce the large number of false detections due to low SNR, even though using
the algorithm at this sensitivity level probably results in failure to detect some weak
enhancements. I decided to look at CP-2 data initially, hoping to find enhanced UFIF
echoes in the vertical antenna position which could be compared with the VHF returns
from the same scattering volume. CP-2 designates Common Program ;2. a standard
operation mode which includes both field-aligned and vertical radar look-angles, k
totul of 111 hours of Tromso CP-2 data and 318 hours of data from the remote sites
was reduced and anaivzed for additional evidence of enhanced radar backscatter. The
actual experiments analyzed are shown in Table 6.1.
Despite the relatively large amount of data analyzed, significant occurrences of
ERB were not found. .ks with the experiment, the probable cause for the lack of
enhanced echoes is the low level of magnetic activity, present during the time periods
analyzed. In addition, ordv a small volume of space is monitored by the stationary
radar beam which requires that ER.B processes occur in very. specific locations. Vv'hile
Table 6.1: Table of Anaivzea Common Program Exoeriments.
Trornso. Kiruna. ana Soda.n.kvi_.
±. K, and S denote
STRT. DATE-UT '. END DATE-UT ._IODE SITES il
87i10/20-09:30 87/10/21-14:00 CP-2-D K.S [
87/I0/21-14:00 87/10/22-23:30 CP-2-D T.K.S !I
8_ /08 /09-08:00 88/08/10-08:30 _CP-2-D K.S I
88/08/16-08:00 88/08/18-23:00 CP-2-D T.K.S it
89/10t23-18:00 89/10/25-14:30 I CP-2-D K.S !
J
89/10/24-17:00 89/I0/25-07:30 i CP-2-D T 'I
il 90/11,27-17:00 90/11/27-18:00 _ CP-2-D T !
not indicative of all locaiized auroral processes, the Ap index for magnetic activity
does provide an estimate of the general level of magnetic disturbance globally. This
index was less than i5 (quiet't on all but one of the nine davs investigated, and less
than 10 on ail but two. These periods were chosen for analysis initially because they
were available at the Tromso site. Later, due to several reasons (primarily computer
failure), it was possible to process only half the data originally slated for analysis at
EISCAT Headquarters in Kiruna, Sweden. In addition, 24 hours of data procesqed
from disturbed time periods was lost due to a faulty data transfer.
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Trornso Data
About 2.5% of the l"romso spectra surveyed were determined to be asymmetrically
enhanced; more than 95% of the selected spectra are not geophysica£1y significant.
Most resultfrom satellitespenetrating the radar beam; some are asymmetric became
of random noise spikesinlow SNR data from high altitudes.Only two cases of interest
were found in the data examined thus fax.
The first,shown in Figure 6-7,iscomprised of enhanced spectra previously found
by Mike Pdetveld and proves the value of thismethod ofanalysis.The data qualityfor
the October 24/25 experiment was quite good, and only 42 spectra were computer-
selected from 14 hours of data. Of these 42, 16 are clearlyenhanced by geophysie._l
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Figure 6-7: .ksvmmetric enhanced UHF spectra from October 1990 extended over 13
consecutive range gates. The range gate number is on the upper left of each plot;
the number on the upper right is the asymmetry index assigned by the MONITOR
detection algorithm.
mechanism as evidenced by their sequential extent in range. This data set is the
exception with regard to geomagnetic activity noted above. IL was recorded three
davs a/ter the peak o(one of the larges_ magnetic storms on record. ActuaJ conditions
for the day and hour of the enhanced echoes occurrence are characterized by an Ap
index of 23 and a 3-hr Kp of 5.
Data from August 18, 1988 form the second interesting case (see Figure 6-8), when
weakly enhanced spectra were observed in the UHF radar beam continuously for more
thma 30 seconds at ranges varying from 520 - 600 km along the magnetic field. The
loca2ized nature of the enhancements does allow the possibility that the spectra may
be a hard target signature in the beam. F_gure 6-9, however, indicates that a sateUJLe
at 600 km range could remain in the stationary, radar beam for no more than a few
seconds, and direct measurements of satellites with the EISCAT system support this
OF POOl::] QIJ_Lf'I'Y
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Figure 6-8: Weakly enhanced ion acousticspectra seen in four consecutive i0-second
integrationperiods. The range variesfrom 520 km to 600 kin; a satelliteat thisrange
would pass through the radar beam in less_han fiveseconds.
conclusion.
These spectra were selected by the MONITOR program and represent the inter-
esting data I have from this time period. Itisentirely possible that there are other
spectra recorded during this time period which, _vhilenot detected by _ONITOR
(and thereforenot recorded), contain meanin_ul levelsof asymmetric cRhancement.
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Figure 6-9: Apprommate ma_n beazn satellite transit time as a function of altitude
for the i ° EISCAT UHF raaar beam. Targets below i000 km remain in the beam for
less than five seconas. Circuiaz orbits are assumed.
Remote Sites Data
As pointed out previously, enhanced echoes observed by all sites can be conclusively
attributed to geophysical sources if they do not exhibit a 3-dimensionai Doppler ve-
locity consistent w_th or0itin_ bodies. ._Iotivated by the promise of unambiguous
classification, a lazee amount of data from the remote receivin_ sites at Kiruna and
Sodankyl£ was exazmned. However, not a single case of EBB was detected by MON-
iTOR in more than 300 hours of remote site data.
The lack of detections is somewhat puzzling, particularly because during the Oc-
tober 24/25 experiment moderately enhanced spectra were observed at Troms_ from
the common volume _.cattenng height of 278 kin. Unfortunately, the remote sites were
not pointed at this aititude during the period of observed EBB: in fact. no coincident
measurements of ERB have been discovered thus far. This can be partially explained
by the fact that the remote sites monitor altitudes at 278 km or below, where very
few enhancements nave been seen.
The aspect angm sensitivity of ER.B processes may prove important, as well, he-
cause the remote sites are not able to view the F region common scattering volume
at small aspect an_ies. Because the enhancement phenomenon is associated with
field-aligned processes, it is possible that it produces a much weaker signature when
diagnosed bv the remote sites at large aspect angles, k final consideration is that
the scattering volume available to the remote sites is determined by the intersection
of their receiving antenna beam and the radar beam transmitted from Tromso. The
re qpective radar beams are only about five kilometers in diameter at the intersec-
tion altitude of 275 km. -['his provides a relatively small scattering volume, and the
power received by the remote sites is considerably less than that received from direct
backscatter at Trornso. Nevertheless, the continuing effort to find more cases of ERB
in the EISCAT data will probably uncover some events diagnosed simultaneously by
both the Tromso receiver and the remote sites, providing new insights into the physics
of these events as discussed in Chapter Z.
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6.1.5 EISCAT VHF Observations of EP,.B
Evidence of ERB events detected with the EISCAT VHF radar were recently reported
by Collia et al., 11991] (henceforth, COLLgl). The enhanced spectra are similar in
appearance to those recorded by the UHF radar discussed previously. A summary of
their characteristics follows.
Summary of Vx_-IF Observations
VItF EBB was observed during experiments in January 1989 and February 1990
[COLLgl]. Both cases were associated with unusually strong visible red aurora as
indicated by all-sky imagers and scaaaing photometers. The auroral signatures are
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beiievea to be causeci by low ener_, (E __ I00 eV) precipitatin_ electrons..-_ sa_n-
p_e of the VHF echoes is shown in Fibre 6-i0. where the altitude variation of the
ennancemems over a Lhree rmnute periou in the February experiment is evident.
The apparent downward motion of the F_.RB is interpreted by COLLgl to represent
the equatorward mouon of a field-aligned structure ( e.g., auroral arc] passing over the
radar. The \'HF echoes shown in Figure 6-10 are not extended in range because the
antenna is pointed to the zenith, rather than field-aligned as in the case of the UIIF
enhancements. Further consideration of the data indicates other differences between
the \"HF and UHF enhancements. The VHF events are found at much higher altitudes
_up to 1350 kmJ and persist for much lon_er, up to four minutes in the exarnme shown
here. In the February 1990 experiment VLF spectra were enhanced sporadically
for more than one hour. Bv comparison, UI_F events at EISCAT have not been
found above 600 km. and 50 seconds represents the longest period of umnterrupted
enhancement, while the duration of sporadic enhancement periods does not exceed
about ten minutes. These facts indicate that the enhancements may be more easily
excited at VHF frequencies (COLL91!.
The frequency shift of the enhanced peak was seen to change from upshifted to
downshifted during the course of about a minute in the January 1989 experimem.
ER.B data acquired during the February 1990 event, however, are characterized by
a consistent dominant enhancement of the downshifted peak for up to four minutes,
though at times both peaks were enhanced in the same integration period. TI_ is
in contrast to the UIIF meacurements where the asymmetry seems to fluctuate more
rapidly in both time and space between downshifted and upshifted frequencies.
The total cross section enhancement for the VHF spectra ranges from factors
of 4-5 durin_ the January experiment to _rez_ter than 25 in the February. events.
Measurements of EI_ by both the UHF and VHF radars have been recorded during
AJ
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Figure 6-10: Eaha.uceci zenith VHF spectra from 20 February, 1990. The three t0-
second integrations shown were recorded 1 minute apart beginning at 18:03:00 UT; _.he
altitude of the enhancement varies smoothly. Enhancements above normal incoherent
scatter are shaded black ia.fter COLL91].
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the same time period, confirming that both are associated with elevated electron
temperatures, large magnetic field fluctuations, and, when optical data is available,
with red aurora. U_ortunatety, comparisons of simultaneous UHF/VHF spectra
from the same scattering votume have not been reported. This is because the VHF
an_erma is nearly a_wavs pointed vertical during experiments, while the UHF dish
acquires data at other look-angles a majority of the observing time. The comparison
of spectral characteristics at two frequencies would provide important information on
the scale size dependence of the physical mechanism responsible for the ERB.
6.2 ERB Observations at Sondrestrgm
The incoherent radar iocated at Sondrestr6m.Cjord, Greenland operates at 1290 MHz
and offers an ideal location (_.74 ° Inv.lat.) for the excitation and detection of ERB at
waveiength shorter than that o( 5otn the EISCAT ana Millstone Hill systems. The
data base available for such stuciies is. at present, much more limited than either of
:he iatter sites. F:equent _ow energy eiectron precipitation occurring at this latitude
increases the likeiihooa of backscatter enhancements locally.
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6.2.1 Zenith Experiments at SondrestSm
As explained previously, acquiring data with the radar antenna pointed to zenith
effectively filters out harci target contamination by limiting the line-of-sight velocity to
subsonic magmtucies. Accordingiy, attempts to identify ERB events at Sondrestr6m
have employed this approach.
Analysis of four hours o[ zenith data taken in August. 1988 revealed that two of
the 20 coherent echoes observed occurred at frequency shifts corresponding to ion
acoustic waves: the remainder of the enhanced peaks had essentially no Doppler shift
and are presumed to be caused by hard targets passing through the radar beam. The
two events at the ion acoustic frequency showed 5ackscattered power enhanced by
factors of 2 and 5. respectively; smaller asymmetries were evident in several other
spectra. The spectrum enhanced by a factor of 5 is shown in Fire,re 6-11. The range
gates shown in the figure do not overlap, so that a localized target appears in only
one gate. This is consistent with EISCAT and Millstone Hill observations of ERB for
nonzero aspect angles.
Six more zenith experiments were run at SondrestrSm in May, September, and Oc-
tober, 1989 and October, 1990 providing 44 additional hours of observations. These
data. however, show tittle evidence of ERB at ion acoustic frequencies; asymmetric
enhancements axe at most 1.5 times greater than the normal background spectra,
not considered statistically significant. No extended periods of ERB occurrence have
been found in Sondrestr6m data yet. The lack of ion acoustic ER.B in these ex-
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Fi_,ure 6-I I: SondrestrSm zenith data showin_ factor of 5 enhancement in ion acoustic
spectrum. Altitude scaie is in kilometers.
perimentssuggeststhe absenceo¢intense field-aligned currents. The magnitude of
these currents is feinted to the levei of geomagnetic activity, generally weak during
these expehments..'.nother reason for the absence of geophysical ERB may be that
higher electron drifts are required for enhancement at the short wavelength (12 cml
diagnosed by the Sondrestr6m radar.
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6.3 Summary of ERB from Other Sites
Important progress has been achieved towards identifying and understanding en-
hanced radar bacicscatter from the ionosphere. Such events are known to occur briefly
and infrequently unaer special ionospheric conditions: enhancements below 250 km
axe especially rare. The most prominent observations reported by RD91 and COLL91
associate ERB events with red aurora (v/z., particle precipitation), large magnetic
field variations locally, and elevated electron temperatures. These requirements are
also reflected by global magnetic indices for the periods indicating very disturbed
conditions. The EISCAT ERB observations have been seen when Kp>_ 5, a level of
disturbance occurring about five percent of the time during solar max !Mayaud. 1980].
Comparing the Millstone Hill, EISCAT and Sondrestr6m observations suggests that
ion acoustic spectra may be enhanced over a wide range of scale sizes: enhancement
thresholds appear to decrease with increasing wavelength.
These findings are basically consistent with the current driven source mechanism¢
of Kindet and Kennel [1971] and Rosenbluth and Rostoker (1962} suggested by FOS88,
RD91, and COLL91. These mechanisms show that a relative drift between the elec-
trons and the ions (i.e., a current) in the pt_ma will produce asymmetric enhance-
ments in the observed ion acoustic spectrum. The frequency shift of the asymmetry
depends on whether the electrons are drifting towards (upshift) the radar or away
(downshift) from the radar. A puzzfing inconsistency with the known mechanisms,
however,stemsfrom the commoniy observeusimui_aneousenhancementof both up-
shifted and downsnifted ion acoustic pea_s. TI_e magnitude of enhancements larger
than 7 dB and the detection or ERB at nonzero aspect angles are also not described
adeouatelv bv Rl:[ and KK. Possible expianations for these observations based on
existing theories and an alternative mechanism for ion acoustic enhancements are
presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Enhanced Radar Backscatter
(ERB) Theory
This chapter describes the application and evaluation of theoretical models to explain
the observations of ion acoustic ERB described in Chapters 5 and 6.
In section 7.1, the current driven processes first reported by Rosenbluth and R.os-
toker i1962] and Kindei and Kinnel [1971] are applied to the ERB observations. These
theories can explain _enerai features of the data. but require current densities much
greater than have been previously measured on satellites L>I rnamp/m_'!. Further-
more, they are not able to adequately describe the magnitude of ion acoustic en-
hancements larger than about 7 dlq (--. 5 x lO-ITm=/rn_), the commonly observed
symmetric enhancement of upshifted and downshifted wave modes, and the detection
of ERB at nonzero asoect angles with respect to the geoma_cnetic field.
Section 7.2 describes the new application of a mechanism predicting the amplifica-
tion of ion acoustic waves through the nonlinear coupling of intense Lan_auir waves.
This idea was originally proposed by Lee [1981! to explain the enhancement of ion
lines in heating experimems at Arecibo Observatory, where the HF heater was the
source on Langmuir wave turbulence near the heater wave rdlection height. In my
investigation of this mechanism.:he intenseLa_ugmuirwavesareexcited bv the large
_uprathermai electron popuiation associatedwith field-aligned currents and auroral
arcs. The investigationo[ a new e×pianationis warranted becauseo[ the inadequacies
or"existing theoriesmentionedabove,and the realization that the suprathermal elec-
trons: wave-particle interaction with the background plasma represents an additionai
source of free energy t'or ion acoustic wave enhancement.
Section 7.3 contains a discussion of the various theories with regard to the obser-
vations of Chapters 5 and 6. The nonlinear coupling mechanism predicts both the
magnitude and the shape of many of the observed enhancements. Furthermore, it
can contribute to ion acoustic enhancements in conjunction with other current driven
mechanisms.
"7_
7.1 Application of Existing Current Driven The-
ories
A limited number of theoretical investigations of ion acoustic wave enhancements have
been conducted, but two prominent sources considering the topic exist in the litera-
-ture. The processes investigated by Rosenbluth and Rostoker i19621 for marginally
stable plasmas and Kindel and Kennel I1971] for plasma instabilitiesare potential
mechanisms whereby ion acoustic waves are amplified by largeelectron,driftsrelative
to the ions. The implicationsof these theorieswith regard to observed enhancements
is discussed below.
7.I.i Ion acoustic enhancements in a stable plasma
The spectral shape of high frequency (w >> %,) radiation scattered from a plasma
was discussed in Chapter 5 and the referencestherein;the effectsof electron and ion
:emperature. density, composition, and bu_k drift veiocitv on the spectra were oriefiv
described. This work was extended by Rosen01uth and Rostoker (henceforth. RRI and
Lamb in i962 to inciude the effects of a reiat_ve drift between the eiectrons and ions
on the shape of the scattered wave spectrum. Such a drift, of course, corresponds
to a current flowing in the piasma. The basic approach was to modify the linear
dielectric function used previousiy by simply replacing the usual electron MaxwetHan
distribution function, fc(v) with a dm_inq "_Iaxwetlia-u distribution.
( e'q' '2E,,,[.%v:fc(v) = ',2_'-Eth)
= (', - *eU)'l (7.I)
rrte(V
2g- r'_eh, 9-.Eth ]
Here m:, E,s, and eU correspond to the electron mass. electron thermal energy, and
drift velocity, respectively. The assumed direction of the drift velocity reiative to the
incident (k_) and reflected (/_.) radar waves is shown in Figure 7-1. The effects on
the ion line spectrum are shown in Figures 7-2 and 7-3, where the power spectra for
different drift velocities (normalized by the electron thermal velocity) and different
electron-to-ion temperature ratios (T,/T, -- T,.) are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
The obvious asymmetries in the ion line enhancements depend directly on the
magnitude of the electron drift, approaching infinity for increasing values of ?j. Math-
ematically, this means that a singularity in the cross section (zero in dielectric func-
tion, c,(w) o¢ ie1-2) exists for sut_ciently large values of _,; physically, the singularity.
corresponds to the onset of an instability, and the linear analysis is no longer appli-
cable. The instability, threshold drift velocity is very sensitive to T,, decreasing by
more than an order of magnitude as T, _a'ies from 1 to 5. Even though the spectral
asymmetry may be more easily stimulated with increasing T,, the overall cross section
enhancement under these conditions decreases.
Physically the RR enhancements can be understood by recalling the ion line scat-
tering mechanism in the no-drift case. The spectra/ shape is then determined by
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Figure 7-1: Assumea direction of electron drift, tU, relative to incident and reflected
radio waves in the RR mechanism. The drift is perpendicular to the planes of reflec-
tion indicated by the dashed lines.
Figure 7-2: Dii_erentiai scattering cross section for a plasma with electron drift, y --
U/r,,,_ T, = T_ [after RR1.
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Figure 7-3: Differentiaiscatteringcross section for a plasma with electron drift,y =
_'!v:=;Te = 57[',falter_R!.
scattering from electrons shielding thermal densitv fluctuations propagated by the
relatively massive ions in the form of electrostatic acoustic waves. When a drift is
introduced by shifting the entire G_ussian electron distribution function in velocity
space, there are more eiectrons available to shield density fluctuations travelling in
the direction of the veiocitv shift ana correspondingly fewer in the opposite direction.
This explanation is also consistent with the observation that the enhancement of one
side of the spectrum is accompanied by a reduction of power in the neighboring hump.
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7".1.2 Ion acoustic enhancements via instability
Whereas the mechanism discussed in the previous section appliesfor a (marginally)
stable plasma, Kindel and Kirmel !1971] (henceforth, KK) developed the theory of
current driven instabilities in the topside ionosphere when the electron drift velocity
exceeds the critical threshold velocity. The physical reason for the instability is thnt
when the electron drift velocity exceeds the phase velocity of ion wav_ in the plasma,
the waves are able to draw energy from the streaming electrotm vi_ a coUisionle_
,_o_mn msToauty 5
t ' _ I
Ek.c_r_ m i_nmma rono T,
Figure 7-4: Critical drift veiocitv normalized by the electron thermal speed as a
function of T_,'T, for an ©- piasma. The threshold is lower for ion cyclotron waves
over a wide range of temperature ratios iafter KK].
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damping process known as Landau damping.
An important resultor KK's calculationsis that the ion cyclotron wave modes
require a lower threshold driftvelocity for instabilitythan ion acoustic waves for
values of T,.< 20. as shown in Figure 7-4. Typical values for T, in the ionosphere
are lessthan five.As was the case with the RR process, the criticalvelocityisvery
sensitiveto T,. This isbecause the growth of the ion acoustic wave isbalanced by ion
Landau damping. U.'henT, -_ l, the damping is heavy and the driftvelocitymust
exceed the electron thermal speed to produce instability.As T, increases,however,
the phase velocityof the ion acoustic waves increasesas well;when the phase velocity
of the ion waves exceeds the ion thermal velocity_the Landau damping ofthose w_ves
ismuch weaker, and the required driftspeeds are correspondingly smaller.
Using typicalionosphericprofilesfor density and composition, and assuming bulk
electron charge carriers,KK cas_ the criticaldriftvelocitycalculationinto a critical
"electron flux" !i.e., current) calculation for a range of altitude, as shown in F_,_Lre
7-5. Modest values of T,. were assumed in the figure, and the flux required to excite
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Figure 7-5: CriticaJ electron current flux for instability as a function of altitude for
T,/T, -_ l. At every altitude, the threshold for ion acoustic waves exceeds that of
cyclotron modes falter KK].
ion acoustic waves is quite high; for reference, the typical background electron flux in
the ionosphere is about 2 × 108 crn-_sec -l, and the largest localized flux reported in
the literature is 6 x l0 l° crn-2sec -1 [Bythrow, et al., 1984].
Comparing these numbers with Figure 7-5, the excitation of ion acoustic waves in
the ionosphere does not appear likely. However, the curves plotted in the figure are
for T. m t and an assumed typical density profile. Both parameters have a marked
effect on the flux threshold: T. for the reasons given above, and density because the
parameter relevant to the instability is velocity, not flux. Lower densities require
higher velocities to deliver the same flux. Applications of KK's resets to the rezfl
ionosphere should consider these points carefully.
7'.2 Nonlinear Mode Coupling Theory of ERB
Presented here is a theoretical investigation of a new mechanism which can enhance
radar backscatter in conjunction with known current driven processes, thereby re-
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Figure 7-5: Electrons streaming down the magnetic field lines excite a spectrum
of intense Lan_nuir waves. These high frequency waves then couple to drive low
frequency ion acoustic waves in the plasma
ducing the threshold amplitudes of the current densities they require. The proposed
scenario is as follows. Energetic electrons associated with intense current filaments
in the ionosphere excite a suprathermai spectrum of Lan_m'suir waves as they stream
- through the background plasma. Subsequently the La.ugmuir waves can become non-
linearly coupled via the ponderomotive force to induce low frequency densi W pertur-
bations driving ion acoustic waves in the ionospheric plasmas, as described by Lee
!1981!. The physics of the proposed mechanism is illustrated conceptually in Figure
..6.
7.2.1 Intense Langmuir Wave Generation
Because of large Landau damping by bulk electrons, a plasma at or near thermal
equilibrium exhibits only very weak electron plasma oscillations (Langmuir waves).
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If the electron distribuuon function hasa nonthermal, high energytail. however,it is
possiblefor the fast eiectronsto resonantlyexcite intense Langmuir waves with large
phase veiocities which are weakly damped [Pines and Bohm. 1952!. The intensity, Ip of
radiation scattered by these _iasma waves in a coilisional plasma was first calculated
by Perkins and $aloeter !965i. and can be expressed as (}'ngvesson and Perk'ms,
t968),
r _ _ (7.2)
A2ne 2 2a2T
The second expression for t 7 in equation (7.2) takes the form of an effective tempera-
lure of the plasma due to suprathermal electrons normalized bv the background tem-
perature. The spectrum of enhanced Langmuir waves in the presence of supratherrnal
eiectrons can be caicuiatea by ex_tuating this normalized velocity dependent plasma
temperature T_,
Tp(v_) _ f,,,,(v6) + fp(v,_) + X (7.3)
T f,_(o_,)- KT_,fr,(v_, ) -+-X.
where fm and fp represent, respectively, the Maxweilian and photoelectron contribu-
lions to the one-dimensional velocity distribution. They are given by
frn _ rt
/2 = _ ra= L]
27rKrJrn _ _ cosO I,_(bsin 20)e L_'''°' (7.4)
p( E) dE (7.5)
The quantity X in (7.31 describes the excitation and damping of plasma waves by
electron-ion collisions and has the following expression:
32zr (2__KT) 1/2 ln[41rnD31 (7.6)%- 3A_
The parameters in (7.4)-(7.6) are defined by y = wr,/¢o_, b = k2a2/2, and a =
_2 _ V/2KT/m; n, T, k, O, denote the electron density, electron temperature, wave
number associated with the backscatter geometry., and the angle between the radar
beam and the earth's magnetic field, respectively. I,, represents a Bessel function
of the first kind of imaginary argument. The Maxweilian contribution described by
equation (7.4) is complicated by the presence of the magnetic fieid which introduces
a strong aspect angle sensitivity it, ti_e coiiisioniess damping rate [Salpe_er. i961].
E_.iuation of four or five terms of the sum in (7.4) provides good accuracy.
The density of particles per unit volume-energy is given by ptE); this parameter
is derived from satellite ciata for trle Quantitative analysis presented in Section 7.2.3.
When p(E) is sufficiently large at high energies, a spectrum of enhanced Langmuir
waves will be excited near the pimma frequency. Radar observations of these waves,
the so-called plasma iine. have been used to estimate the flux of nonthermai elec-
trons _enerated by soiar radiation [e.g., _'ngvesson and Perk'ins. i968: Cicerone and
9owhzlL 1971:Abreu and Ccirison. 19771.
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7.2.2 Nonlinear Langmuir Wave Coupling
These LanEmuir waves can become a potential source for generating ion acoustic
waves through nonlinear coupling via the ponderomotive force according to theory
iLee,i9811. The ponderomotive force induces low frequency (oa= aal-'.o2)density
perturbations, 5n. with the form
F. (k, - k_)a_¢, (7.7)
where F represents the ponderomotive force, (oal,kl) and (_a_,k2) represent two
high frequency Langmuir waves, and ¢e and criarc the ciectric_iconductiviticsfor
electronsand ions. respectively.The scattering cross-sectionof these low-frequency
density perturbations can be expressed as
= < Is.(k, )l2> (z.8)
where <I 8,(k,w) I_> is the power spectrum of the density perturbations,#r isthe
Thomson differemialcross-section,I_,is a very large volume and tL is a very long
OF POOR QUALFFY
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".ime inter_i. If the ennanced Langmuir waves are characterized by a spectral densiw
IV(k_.), the expression 7.8_ can be written as
,/= -k -_ J I,V(kl )IV(k_. - k:) dk, (7.9)
,,vhere -i is a parameter to be determined bv the characteristics of ionospheric plasmas
and the detailed nonlinear mode coupling process.
7'.2.3 Analysis with Regard to ERB
The veiociw dependent temperature, T_,,expressed by (7.3)represents the enhance-
ment ot the La.ngrnuirwave power relativeto the weak thermai level power as a
function of phase veiocitv(v_) and aspect angle (8);itsvalue depends on three pri-
mary parameters, f,,,)'pand _:. Of these three, fm and X axe determined by the
bar.kground ionosnheric parameters typicallyassociated with observed geophysical
ERB events,given by T = 2000° K, w_,/27r= 2.8 MHz, and _/2a" = 1.1MHz. As
previouslystated,f,,represents the Ma.xwellian contribution to the one-dimensional
electrondistributionfunction and va.uishesforvelocitiesmuch largerthan the electron
thermal velocity(v._>> v:s).
At such largevelocities,the ratioin (7.3)isusually dominated bv the electron-ion
collisionterm, X, and T, remains equal to the usual electron temperature, T. If,
however, the photoelectron (suprathermal) contribution to the distributionfunction,
fp,issufficientlylargeand itsderivativesufficientlysmall at a given energy, T_ nmy
be many times greaterthan T, indicatingthe resonant excitationof intense electron
plasma waves. These plasma waves may then couple nonline_ly to drive ion acoustic
waves as described in the previous section.
The quantitiesused to derive f_,(E) in this calculation are from electron flux
measurements made aboard the DMSP-F8 satellite(31 eV - 31 keV) and the DE-2
satellite (5 eV- 31 eV) ( IV. Demg, private communication, 1990; J. D. Winmngharn,
private communication, i087); these data are shown in Figure 7-7a and 7-7h. The
electron flux data used are representative of relatively intense auroral arc events
observed at high la_itucies. The ion flux data from DMSP shows no signature at the
time period [see arrow i where the tow energy eiectron flux intensity peaks, indicating
that the electrons are carrying significant currents. The resulting values for p(E) were
then extrapolated iineariv down to 1 eV and integrated to give the one-dimensiona_
distribution function along the magnetic field, fp. Figure 7-8 shows the derived f,,
and fp a.s a function of particle veiocitv used to caJculate the spectrum of excited
Langmuir waves via equation (7.3).
_4
The results o_" the excited La.ugmuir wave spectrum are plotted in Figure 7-9.
The composite electron distribution function used to calculate the spectrum has
been assumed to be one-dimensionM along the magnetic field line. As might be ex-
pected, for electron energies below about 10 eV, the excited Langmuir wave spectrum
is highly field-aJJgned due to the strong magnetic field dependence of the Landau
damping; at higher energies (corresponding to the smaller waventunbers in Figure
7-9), however, wave phase speeds are sufficiently large to support propagation with
relatively weak damping at all aspecs angles. To estimate the magnitude of the rel-
ative radar cross section enhancement of the ion acoustic fluctuations, a quantity
T_ oc W(kl)W(k_ - k2), the integrand in (7.9), was calculated; the results are dis-
played in Figure 7-I0. KZ and KY represent the ion acoustic wave vectors parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively. The plot shows substantial ion
acoustic wave enhancement over a wide range of wavenumbers, with the most intense
amplification occurring for wavenumbers less than ten. This is not surprising because
smaller wavenumbers correspond to higher energy particles which completely domi-
nate the Maxweilian term in (7.3) at energies much greater than the thermal energy,
KT. For the backscatter wave number at which Millstone's 440 MHz incoheren_ scat-
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Figure 7-7: Electron spectrograms used to calculate Lmazmuir wave spectrum: a)
electron energy spectrogram from DMSP-F8 and b) electron energy flux from DE-2.
The small arrows indicate the time period used for the Langmuir wave spectrum.
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Figure 7-8: The i-D eiectron distribution function used to crdcuiate the enhanced
Langrnuir wave spectrum. The ordinate is in units of m-q_ec, while the abscissa is
normalized by the eiectron thermal velocity, _,.
Figure 7-9: Spectrum of Langrauir w_ves excited by suprathermal electrons as a
function of K, wavenumber, and 8, aspect angle with respect to the geomagnetic
field.
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Figure 7-10: Enhancement of ion acoustic wave modes as a function of parallel (KZ)
_d perpendicular (KY) wavenumhers.
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ter radar issensitive,k _ 18.5 m -I,up to two orders of magnitude enhancement are
predicteddepending on the aspect angle of the wave mode (8 = tan -__KZ/KY!). Up
to three ordersof magnitude enhartcemcnt are possible forwave numbers of --_9 m -_,
corresponding to a radar frequency of 224 MHz. .No enhancement is predicted at
wavenumbers exceeding 20 m-i in thiscalculationbecause the assumed fluxof low
energy electrons(< 10 eV) was too small. The theory predicts increasing enhance-
ments for longer wavelengths.
The predicted enhancement of wave modes with large aspecl: angles relative to
the magnetic field was somewhat unexpected because the supratherrnal electron dis-
tribution used in the calculation was assumed to be field-allgned. This is partly due
to the fact that the highest energy electrons excite La.ugmuir waves a_ all aspect
angles as mentioned previously,and partly because T_ is derived from a product of
two Langmuir wave modes whose differencefrequency and wave vector match those
OF POO_ QOALii'f
of ion acoustic mocies. Considerin_ aii oossibie combinations o[ appropriate modes
one finds it is possible for the field-aligned electrons to couple energy through the
La_u_muir waves into a broaa spectrum of ion acoustic modes. In addition, the ion
acoustic wave spectrum is simultaneously enhanced in both downward and upward
directions along the field line.
The enhanced spectrum of Langmuir waves shown here may actually be conserva-
tive. Larger amplification of such waves has been measured on rockets in auroral arcs
iErgun. 1989; McFaddan. et al.. 19861. However, these measurements are made with
fixed length booms, sampling a single scale size corresponding to the length of the
boom. typically a few meters. These relatively long wavelengths are excited bv very
high energy particles anti do not contribute significantly to the enhancement of ion
acoustic modes detectable with radars. It is not clear that the enhanced intensities
observed at long wavelengths can be extrapolated to the radar wavelength regime.
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Supratherrnal electron source
The suprathermal particles which act as the driving source for this mechanism are
generally associated with field-aligned currents at auroral latitudes. Field-atigned
currents in the ionosphere are usually driven by a significant electric potential drop
parallel to the magnetic field in the magnetosphere, which accelerates electrons down
the field lines into the ionosphere. Recent satellite observations, however, indicate
that strong field-aligned currents are sometimes associated only with suprathermal
electron bursts in the absence of a significant parallel potential drop iMarshall, et al.,
1991: Johnstone and Winnmgharn. 19821. Rocket measurements in auroral arcs have
also detected intense, _-ariable fluxes of low energy electrons [Boehm, et al., 1990],
apparently accelerated by large amplitude Alfvdn waves as described by Goertz and
Boswell [1979] and Temerin et al. [1986]. In each case, the currents are accompanied
by a substantial suprathermal electron population capable of driving ion acoustic
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waves through nominear ia.n_muir wave couDiin_.
7.3 Discussion of Results
The methods eiucidated in RR have been employed recently to model ion acoustic
wave power enhancements, but even the assumption of very large current densities
(--- i - -10 mamDs/m2'l is inadequate to produce the mam_itudes of the observed
effects {---20 dB! [F0$88: P_D91:COLL911 as will be shown in the next section.
7.3.1 Interpreting Observations with R.R
Millstone Hill UHF Data
Figure 7-11 shows an observed spectrum enhanced by a factor of 5 (top, solid curve)
and a theoretical spectrum modeled after RR which shows the same enhancement
(bottom, solid curve! To model the observed spectrum it is necessary to construct a
composite spectrum via the superposition of three separate spectra having assumed
values of 7", of i, 5, and 9. respectively [FOS88]. Varying I", is not unreasonable since
the data are integrated for 30 seconds and the enhancement process most probably
evolves over this time period. Irt addition to the reiativeiy high Y, "_-alues. the 25
kmlsec drift veiocitv required to produce the enhancement is essentially equivalent to
the instability threshold critical velocity and corresponds to a 400 l_amp/'rn 2 current.
EISCAT UHF data
In Figure 7-12 RDgl provide the results of the RR model output of ion line spectra for
several different bulk electron parallel drift velocities for the observed value of 2". = 3.
Qualitatively, the asymmetric model spectra look similar to observed UHF radar
backscatter enhancements: but, even for an assumed drift of i00 km/sec (current
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Figure 7-11: a) 7 dB acoustic enhancement observed with Millstone Hill UHF radar
(solid line), b) Simulation of enhancement using RR model, assuming T. = I, 5, and
9 in ratios of 6:2:1. respectively, during a 30 second integration period [after FOS88].
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Figure 7-12. Theoretical ion line spectra for selected electron drift velocities for the
EISCAT UHF riciax..\ithough the asymmetry increases rapidly, the maximum en-
hancemem in total cross section is only 25% [after RD91].
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3 mamps/'m_'! equai to the criticalvelocity,the total cross section isenhanced by
only 25%, lessthan i ciB.By comparison, the observed crosssections were up to two
orders of magnitude greater than normal incoherent scatterreturns.
" EISCAT VHF data
Figure 7-13 contains a pair of spectra observed with the 224 MHz radar and the cor-
responding theoretical fits (solid line) obtained by applying the RR model [COLL91}.
The correlation between the two is quite good, giving reasonable estimates of the
density and temperature (T, -_ 3) of the ionospheric plasma for the 6-7 dB enhance-
ments. The model electron drift velocity required to achieve these results, however,
was barely subthreshold implying a huge current density of a few mJtliamps per square
meter. Furthermore, the fitting program failed entirely when applied to the larger,
--- 15 dB enhancements reported in COLLgl; instabilities of the type discussed by
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Figure 7-]3:6-7 dB Enhanced spectra observed with the EISCAT VHF radar and
the corresponding theoretical fit applying the RR analysis (solid line). The fitting
program failed to reoroduce spectra exhibiting larger enhancements.
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KK were assumed to be responsible for those.
Summary of RR Interpretation
The theory of RR appiied to the observed enhancements of ion acoustic waves in the
ionosphere produces mixed results. It correctly identifies the important role of sob
(near thermal) electrons in the enhancement process, as confirmed by associated red
airglow emissions, and the decreasing of the threshold drift velocity' for increasing
wavelen_h [COLLgI!. The threshold velocity predicted by RR also decreases for
elevated electron temperatures and temperature ratios, consistent with measurements
reported by RDgI and COLLgl, and the association drawn by FOS88 with topside
density depictions in the ionospheric trough. However, the B.P,. mechanism appears
incapable of explaining other fezLtures of the observed data.
The most obvious feature is the _tude of the enhanced radar backscatter
crosssection. Pushin_ the tb,eorv to the limit of vatiditv by _sumin_ ne_riv criti-
cai electron drift veiocitiesproducescrosssection enhancementsof at most 10 dB;
-_everalobservedenhancementsapproach20 dB. _[oreover. the iarge drift velocities
:equired. attributea to bulk electrons, translate into current densities which are huge
_v ionospheric stanciarcis. -- [-10 mamps/rn:. Currents of this intensity are 1-2
orders of magnitude greater than those that have been reported from in situ satel-
lite measurements (Bythrow et aL. 1984: J. D. Winnmgham. private communication,
19881.
Qualitatively, the RR model describes the aesthetic features of some of the data,
but important differences arise even at this level of application. _pecifically, the
theory predicts that an enhancement of one side of the spectrum be accompanied by
a reduction in the other .tide. Tlds is inevitable because of the underling physics
as explained in Section 7.1.1. More commonly the observations are characterized
by an enhancement, albeit asymmetric, in both peaks of the spectrum. A possible
explanation for this has been offered by RD91; namely, that the enhanced peaks are
separated temporally on time scaJes not resolved by the t0 second integration period,
or that opposing currents are flowing adjacent to one another on small snatial scales
which cannot be resolved by the radar beam. some four kilometers in diameter at 400
km altitude.
These arguments may apply to some of the data. However. the persistence of
some of the observed enhancements, pa__icularly those detected with the EISCAT
VHF radar ( 4 rain. duration), and the large velocity gradients inherently implied
by the small spatial scales suggested, raises doubts about the widespread adoption
of these explanations for the large number of spectra exhibiting both upshifted and
downshifted peak enhancemems (nearly 40% of the more than 500 topside geophysical
UHF ERB events found at EISCAT to date). An additional a_ment for simulta-
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neousenhancementsmay 0e basedon the distribution of the typesof enhancements
observed.
In Figure 7-14 the totai number of ion acoustic ERB events recorded at EIS-
CAT to date are ca:eeorized as being either upshifted, downshifted or symmetric
enhancements and binned according to altitude. At higher aititudes, the distribution
is dominated by symmetric enhancements. If this were due simply to inadequate
measurement resoiution in space or time (that is. the symmetric enhancemems are
simply superposifions of asymmetric enhancements of opposite peaks!, one would
also expect the number of downshifted and upshifted enhancements, relative to each
other, to be roughly equaa. $urprisingiy, however, there are nea_Iv twice as many
downshifted pea_ as upshifted at these altitudes, suggesting that the radar is not
randomly smearing out the effects of a phenomenon which fluctuates between up-
shifts and downsniffs on small spatial-temporal scales. One must either explain
the proper mix of upsixifted and downshifted enhancements at high altitudes in geo-
physical terms, or accept that the symmetric enhancements can be simultaneously
stimulated and represent a limitation of the RR theory.
The application of the i_.R theory with regard to the detection of enhanced ion lines
by a radar pointeci at large aspect angle rei,,tive to the direction of the electron
velocity produces mixed results. Enhancements occur only when the electron drift
direction is perpendicular to the plane of reflection of the radar waves (see Figure 7-1).
For backscatter geometry, this implies the drift must be parallel (or antiparallel) to the
radar beam to observe enhancements. Backscatter obserwtions of large enhancements
extended along the magnetic field lines obtained with the radar pointed up the field
lines are consistent wi_h this interpretation. For remote sites dia_r, osing the same
volume at large aspect angles, however, the field-aligaed drift direction does not satisfy.
the geometry in Figure 7-1 with respect to the scattered waves and much weaker
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Figure 7-t4: Histogram showing relative numbers of upshifted, downshifted and sym-
metric enhancements of the ion line recorded by the EISCAT UHF radar (after M.
Rietveld, private communication, 1991].
enhancements wouid result. Thus. the theory seems consistent with the absence of
EISCAT UHF remote site observations noted previously.
However. most of the ERB observations at Millstone Hill. SondrestrSm and several
from EISCAT have _een acquired at aspect angles of 20 ° or more with respect to
the magnetic field. The weil established zenith observations at all three sites also
represent measurements at sigmficant non-zero aspect angles. An interpretation of
these observations with the RR mechanism would suggest that the assumed electron
drifts are not always highly field-aligned. Some satellite measurements of intense
currents have shown that the current-carrs._ing electron fluxes were field-aligned by
factors of about four to one iJ. D. Winnzngham. private communication, 1988], which
wouid not produce ennanced spectra at aspect angles greater than about 20 ° based
on the RR mechamsm. It is dii_cuit to calculate the maximum aspect angle at
which enhanced scattering can be detected because the exact nature of the currents
inducing the enhancements is not well known. The conclusion that can be stated is
that electron currents flowing obliquely at angles of up to 30 ° to the magnetic field
are required by RR theory to explain the observations of ERB at large aspect angles.
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7.3.2 Interpretations Based on KK Theory
The processes investigatedby KK are v_d in the driftvelocityregime where RR's
mechanism isno longer applicable. Their theory provides quantitativeguidelinesto
which ion wave modes axe leaststableforgiven ionospheric conditions,and the growth
rates of the various wave modes once the criticalinstabilityvelocity is exceeded.
Despite widesprez_d recognitionof itsimportance, detailed applicationof thistheory
to existingdatR has been limited for a couple of reasons.
One reason stems from the fact that the observations consistof enhancements of
ion acoustic waves in the ionosphere. KK_s work indicates that ion cyclotron w_ve
modes are destai_iiized at significantly lower drift veiocitv thresnolds than acoustic
•raves, except for T. :'aiues _reater than about 20 in O _" pla._mas. Having no previous
evidence that such large temperature ratios exist in the ionosphere, one must either
accept this interpretation as first proof, or consider alternative explanations for the
growth of the ion acoustic v,'aves.
One such alternative is that the cyclotron waves do become unstable first, but the
electric fields inducing the electron velocity drifts accelerate them beyond the acoustic
wave threshold anyway. The cyclotron modes are strongly field-aligned and would
probably be undetected by radar waves propagating at small aspect angles relative to
the magnetic fieid, as is the case for the experimems considered here. That still leaves
the problem of invoKin_ an acceleration mechanism sufficientiy robust to withstand
unknown levels of energy loss due to the excitation of cyclotron waves, and proceed
to destabilize ion acoustic waves. Sorting out such issues is nontrivial and requires
significant additional theoretical investigation.
Another reason for lack of utilization of KK's results is simply the difficulty of
comparing the theory's predictions with existing observations of enhanced spectra.
The theory predicts which modes will be excited and at what rate, but it doesn't
prescribe what the spectral shape will be and how large the waves will grow before
saturating, characteristics generally determined by complicated nonlinear processes
not treated bv KK.
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7.3.3 Implications of Nonlinear Langmuir Wave Coupling
As can be seen in Figure T-10, the nonlinear wave coupling mechanism predicts sig-
n.ificant enhancements in the cross section of ion acoustic modes observed by UttF
radars. Furthermore. the enhancements are larger for longer wavelengths (smaller k),
in agreement with the observations of COLL91 at VttF frequencies. These results are
aisoprovided by the theoriesof KK ana R.R. though [or differentreasons.
A unique aspect of the wave coupling process is its prediction of enhancements
for both upshifted and downshifted spectral peaks simultaneousiv. This can occur
because the coupling mechanism excites the ion acoustic waves via the low frequency
ponderomotive force due to the beating of intense Langmuir waves. Even though
the Langmuir wave spectrum consists of waves moving primarily in the direction of
the suprathermal electron flux responsible for their excitation, the various beating
combinations of the waves can noniinearly couple energy into a broad spectrum of
ion waves. The symmetrically enhanced spectra are commonly observed (see Chapter
6/, and previous ex,ianations for their occurrence have been unsatisfactory.
With regard to the observations of ERB at large aspect angle relative to the
magnetic field, the nonlinear coupling theory predicts enhancements of the ion acous-
tic waves over a broad spectrum of wave vectors. The result is that, even for the
field-aligned distribution function assumed in the calculation of enhanced modes, ion
acoustic waves are enhanced up to 10 dB at propagation angles up to 45 ° across the
field-aligned direction (see Figure 7-10). Not surprisingly, the enhancement levels
decrease as the aspect angle increases, though they are still significant. Thus, the
nonlineax coupling theory provides an explanation for the observations of ERB at
significant aspect angles.
A notable feature of the wave coupling mechanism is that the underh'ing physics
are completely different from previous theories. In RR and KK, the wave modes grow
because of a shift in the thermal electron distribution function; when the shift exceeds
the phase velocity of ion wave modes, the ion waves grow at the expense of the electron
kinetic energy in a wave--plasma interaction. In the nonlinear coupling process, on the
other hand, streaming electrons stimulate electron waves initially. The energy is then
transferred to ion wave modes via the nonlinear beating of the high frequency plasmm
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wavesin a wave-waveinteraction. The differencein the mechanismsis important
to understand becauseboth types of interactions mac occur simultaneously, each
contributing to the overail enhancementof ion acousticwavesin the ionosphere.
A Note on Distribution Functions
The intensity of the predicted enhancements of ion modes via nonlinear coupling is
sensitive to the electron distribution function assumed in the calculation. In paz'ticu-
lax, the choice of the suprathermal component, fp, affects the results significantly. In
the calculation presented here and illustrated in Figures 7-9 and 7-10, actual satellite
data was utilized in constructing the electron distribution function down to energies
of 5 eV, about 20 times greater than the electron thermal energy. Nevertheless, the
resulting f, is based on a composite of three measurements and does not represent
an "ensemble average" for auroral events; rasher, it represents a possible distribution
function for the ionosphere which may not be typical, but is by no means exZraordi-
nary, either.
A different fp would produce a different enhancement spectrum than the one
shown here. For example, if the low energy electron component (<_ 50 eV) is omitted,
a substantial reduction in the enhancement of short wavelength ion modes results.
These modes are the very ones detected by UHF radars, indicating the importance
of the the low energy pazticle population. Altering either the slope or the magnitude
/-
of fv at any energy can cause significant changes in the final enhancement spectrum.
Nevertheless, the general features of the enhmacements shown here are preserved pro-
vided the assumed distribution function is characterized at low energies by a modest
slope which steepens gradually with increasing electron energy and intersects the
thermal electron population at about 5Vo,.
An intriguing possibility involves inverting the calculation to infer electron distri-
bution functions from an observed ion line spectrum. Besides posing nontrivial rrmth-
_9
ematicai obstacies, an attempt to per/orm this procedure/aces an issue of uniqueness.
since more than one ciistribution function can produce essentially identical enhance-
ments. However. i: mac be possible with reasonable apriori assumptions and addi-
tional investigation to infer information about the suprathermal electron distribution
function from enhanced incoherent scatter spectra.
(1¢1
7.4 Summary of ERB at Ion Acoustic Frequen-
cies
Suprathermal electrons associated with field-aligned currents can excite a broad spec-
trum of Langmuir waves within the space plasma. Significant en.hancemem of ion
acoustic waves through nonlinear Langmuir wave coupling is apparently possible when
the local electron distribution function has a substantial nonthermal component, as in
the presence of intense field-aligned currents. This mechanism may play an important
role, acting in conjunction with other current driven processes, such as RR and KK,
in amplifying the radar cross section of ion modes. It predicts important observed
effects such as the simultaneous enhancement of ups.hit'ted and downshifted spectral
peaks, increasing ieveis of enhancement for increasing wavelengths, and the enhance-
ment of modes at large aspect angles. The RR mechanism explains only asvrnmetric
enhancements. The most commonly observed ERB spectra exhibit enhancements
of both peaks with moderate levels of asymmetry. These spectra may represent a
superposition of effects described by the nonlinear coupling and RR theories, respec-
tively, since they are based on different physical processes and can contribute to ERB
independently. Calculations of current density which omit the contribution of the
nonlinear wave coupling mechanism may seriously overestimate the intensity of the
field-aligned currents associated with the observed ion line enhancements.
1Ol
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